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INVESTIGATIONS OF ION BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
by J. M. Sellen, Jr., and Robert Fo Kemp
TRW Space Technology Laboratories
I. INTRODUCTION
The results of the research program conducted under Con-
tract NAS3-4114, Investigation of Ion Beam Diagnostics_ are
presented in the four technical documents in the sections whiuh
follow. These manuscripts describe the studies of plasma wind
tunnel techniques, the experiments on the in-line mercury opti-
cal resonance probe, the analysis of flight test data from the
SERT-I spacecraft, and the sensitivity tests of the flight
model E-field meter from that spacecraft.
The first manuscript, "Generation and Characteristics of
Plasma Wind Tunnel Streams," given in Section II.A., describes
the adaptation of the Kaufman ion source to the formation of
plasma streams for plasma wind tunnel studies. The gases used
in the ion source include H2, 02_ N2, He, Ne, A, and CO 2. The
densities and streaming velocities of these plasma beams simu-
late those conditions which a spacecraft would encounter in
moving through the earth's ionosphere. The methods of gener-
ating both the "longitudinal" and "transverse" ion thermal
velocity components have been developed, and are described in
that manuscript. This description of the plasma wind tunnel
studies has been accepted for publication in the AIAA Journal
and will supplement the earlier work, "Plasma-Vehicle Inter-
action in a Plasma Stream," AIAA Journal 2, 1032,(1963), which
was supported by Lewis Research Center under Contract NAS8-1560.
The discussion of the in-line mercury optical resonance
probe is given in Section IIoB. This work continues the earlier
studies described in "Ion Beam Neutral Component Determination by
Resonance Radiation Absorption" AIAA Journal 3, 263,(February 196_,
4137-6018-SU-000
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(also supported under Contract NAS8-1560). This later effort
extends the optical probe technique to an in-line geometry which
provides a reduction in the optical path length and in the num-
ber of optical surfaces relative to that geometry utilized
earlier. The emphasis in the program effort was upon stability
in the probe's operation, the precision control of the various
components in the probe and the elimination of background opti-
cal signals from the discharge region in the ion engine. The
instrument which resulted from this program effort provided a
sensitive and reliable laboratory measurement of propellant
utilization.
The remaining portions of the program effort are presented
in Sections II.C. and II.D. Section II.C. contains the manu-
script, "Environmental Effects on Laboratory and In-Flight Per-
formance of Neutralization Systems," which was presented at the
2nd Aerospace Sciences Meeting of the AIAA. This study exam-
ines both laboratory and space flight test data on the perform-
ance of the neutralization system of the SERT-I mer_on
bombardment engin_ The laboratory experiments on the beam
neutralization system were conducted at TRW/STL under an earlier
program in collaboration with NASA Lewis Research Center (NAS3-
2199). The flight test data examined was provided by the
SERT-I space test of the electron bombardment engine. The
conclusion in the discussion in Section II.C. is that effective
neutralization of ion thrust beams has been demonstrated in
both controlled laboratory experiments and in the SERT-I test.
The discussion further concludes that the interpretation of
vehicle potential from the surface field strength E-field meter
requires significant corrections because of the ambient plasma
in the near neighborhood of the earth.
In an attempt to arrive at quantitative measurements of
the magnitudes and nature of these corrections, a series of
4137-6018-SU-000
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tests was conducted with the SERT-I rotating-vane E-meter.
These are described in the concluding section, II.D. The tests
included the response of the meter to both steady-state and
time-varying electric fields, to ultraviolet radiation and to
dilute streaming plasmas. The response of the E-field meter to
these plasma streams is corroborative evidence that the ambient
plasmas in the ionosphere possessed sufficient density to have
provided the strong, spin-dependent signals which were recorded
from the E-meter during the flight of the SERT-I spacecraft.
The tests for the sensitivity of the E-meter to ultraviolet
radiation could not be interpreted rigorously in terms of the
possible behavior of the instrument during the flight. While
the E-meter did provide a response to the incident laboratory
UV radiation, this radiation is not a match to the solar ultra-
violet, particularly in the high energy, short wavelength por-
tion of the solar spectrum.
In summary, the manuscripts in the following sections
describe the results of the research program conducted under
Contract NAS3-4114. As a result of that program, the genera-
tion and diagnostic techniques for plasma wind tunnel streams
have been advanced, the improved effectiveness of the in-line
optical probe for measurements of propellant utilization has
been demonstrated, the performance of neutralization systems
and the environmental effects upon the performance of these
systems and associated diagnostic instruments have been exam-
ined, and the sensitivity of the surface field strength meters
to various possible environmental effects has been determined.
These several aspects of the program constitute an advance in
the technology of ion thrustor systems and in the diagnostic
tools by which the performance of these thrustor systems may
be determined.
SECTION II.
TECHNICAL MANUSCRIPTS AND PUBLISHED PAPERS
SECTION II.A.
GENERATION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF PLASMA
WIND TUNNEL STREAMS
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by
David F. Hall, Robert F. Kemp, and J. M. Sellen,Jr.
TRW Space Technology Laboratories, Redondo Beach, California
ABSTRACT
The plasma wind tunnel permits the laboratory study of
the interaction of material bodies moving through a dilute
plasma, such as the ionosphere, and the laboratory calibration
of spacecraft plasma diagnostic instrumentation. Plasma
streams, with uniform density cross sections _ 30 cm diameter
of H2, He, N2, O2, Ne, A, CO2, and as, and some mixtures
thereof, have been produced at 1.6 m from an 11 cm electron
bombardment and a 2.5 cm contact ion source. Except for H2
and He, velocities and densities appropriate for simulation
of satellite orbiting below the heliosphere (_ 8 Km/sec,
106 ions/cm 3) are included in their range of operation.
The ion velocity spread in the longitudinal direction
apparent from a satellite due to the ion thermal motion has
been simulated through the variation of plasma source accel-
erating potential. Simulation of transverse velocity compo-
nents due to thermal motion has been achieved through the use
of electrostatic scattering fields imposed on the stream.
_This work supported by National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Lewis Research Center (Contract NAS3_4114).
,
Member of the Technical Staff. Member of AIAA.
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NOMENCLATURE
p = plasma density, ions/cm 3
v = ion velocity, Km/sec
+
= ion current density, amp/cm 2
J+
V = potential, V
= maximum value of perturbation potential, V
q = electric charge, coul
AW = width of energy distribution, eV
N = total number of particles in system
k = Boltzmann's constant, 1.38 x i0 -23 joules/°K
T = Kelvin temperature
M = mass, Kg
r = radius, radial distance, cm
A = klystron bunching length, m
L = axial length of the divergence analyzer, cm
= source to object distance, m
Subscripts
+ = ion
e =.electron
s = spacecraft
p = plasma
pr = probe
o = average beam value
1 = perturbation value
is = ion source
th =average thermal
-iii-
I. INTRODUCTION
1
A previous paper has introduced the concept of simula-
ting spacecraft travel through ionized media by directing a
low density streaming plasma toward a stationary vehicle or
model thereof. This paper will detail later techniques and
refinements which enable a rather complete simulation of
spacecraft travel through the ionosphere and the calibration
of instruments on board for the diagnosis of the space plasma.
The facility used for these studies is pictured in Fig-
ure 1. One of two plasma sources is fitted in the end door
of the 4' x 8' vacuum chamber. The chamber is pumped by a
3000 liter/sec oil diffusion pump to a background pressure of
2 x 10 -6 Torr, corresponding to a neutral density of 6 x 1010
particles/cm 3 and a mean free path of the order of 103 m. In
the far end of the tank is a model vehicle and various beam
diagnostic devices.
Section II of this paper briefly reviews the constituents
of the ionosphere and typical orbital velocities to indicate
the required characteristics of the plasma beams which simu-
late satellite travel through the ionosphere. Section III
describes the diagnostic instruments and techniques used in
assuring that the synthesized beams have these properties.
Section IV discusses the ion sources and the beams which have
been produced to date. Some refinements of simulation are
presented in Section Vo
-1-
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II. THE IONOSPHERE AND ORBITAL VELOCITIES
Probably the most characteristic feature of the iono-
sphere is its fluctuations. The sunspot cycle, the latitude,
and the time of day are among the independent variables which
have been identified. It is possible, however, to indicate
typical magnitudes of mass number, ion density, and ion tem-
perature which occur 2'3'4'5 and these, plus typical orbital
velocities, will indicate the properties required of a plasma
beam which is to simulate vehicle motion through the
ionosphere.
For convenience, data obtained from References 2 and
4 are reproduced in Table I. Values of ion concentration,
p, listed represent the approximate maxima which occur for
geomagnetic latitudes near 35 degrees. (In simulation, it
is always easier to produce lower values of p.) Temperatures
used to calculate average ion thermal velocity v+l are
I th
those of neutrals in the region. Values of Vs, the space-
craft velocity, are those for circular orbits. Higher
velocities can be attained by elliptical orbits and space
probes, and lower velocities obtain during portions of probe
shots which return to the earth.
I , the average electron thermal velocityValues of v e th
exceed 100 Km/sec and therefore will appear quite random to
all orbiting spacecraft.
In general, then, simulation will require ions of mass
numbers between 14 and 32, ion densities not exceeding
-3-
Table I. Typical Values of Ionosphere Variables
Important to Simulation
VsAltitude Designation Constituents Pmax 3 v+ th
(Km) (ions/cm) Km/sec Km/sec
60-85 D
85-140 E
140-200 F 1
200-1200 F 2
1200-3400 Heliosphere
3400- Protonosphere
NO+(?) 1 x 10 3 0.4 7.9
-I- +
02,NO 1.5 x 105 0.4 7.9
+ + + 0.9 7.8NO ,0 2,0 3 x 105
O+,N + 1.5 x 106 1.4 7.5
He + 1 x 104 3.7 7.3-6.4
H+ 1 x 103 5.6 6.4-
3 x 106 ions/cm 3 and directed velocities between ? and 8
Km/sec. Electron velocities should be random and at least an
order of magnitude greater. Simulation of the ion velocity
distribution encountered during circular orbiting in the upper
heliosphere and the protonosphere will not be appropriate with
_ VSJthe plasma wind tunnel because at that elevation, v+ th
i.e., the ion motion with respect to the vehicle is not well
ordered.
III. MEASUREMENT OF BEAM CHARACTERISTICS
Some of the elements of a typical plasma wind tunnel
are depicted in the sketch, Figure 2 (cf. Figure 1). Shown
there, in addition to the plasma source and the vehicle or
instrument under test, are a number of diagnostic devices for
-4-
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Vp,
determining the measurable characteristics of plasma beams.
These beams are well neutralized and their plasma potentials,
are typically a few volts positive with respect to ground_ '_:_8'
A. Beam Currentp Current Density
Total beam current at the farthest downstream loca-
tion may be determined from the sum of ion currents arriving
at the various elements of the collector. Segmentation allows
for rough measurements of radial distribution of beam current.
The accuracy of the measurement is improved by placing two
grids in front of the collector. The boundary grid, main-
tained at the potential of the vacuum enclosure (ground),
electrically shields the suppressor grid which is sufficiently
negative to reflect both plasma electrons and secondaries.
When beam current measurements are not being made, the col-
lector and its grids are connected only to each other, so that
they assume the "floating potential," which corresponds to col-
lection of equal ion and electron currents from the beam. Thus,
they introduce a plane unipotential surface into the beam, but
otherwise offer a minimum electrical interference.
Detailed mapping of beam current density is done
with "Faraday-cup" probes (abbreviated j+ probes), ranging in
size from 1/16" to several inches in diamete_which can be
moved about within the beam. The small probes consist of two
concentric cylinders, the outer containing a gridded entrance
aperture biased to reject electrons, and an inner collection
-6-
cup 7 Shown along the vacuum tank wall in Figure 1 is a boom
on which are mounted four similar but large and rectangular
j+ probes. This boom may be swung into the beam so that the
end probe is on the tank axis. These probes have equal areas
and are used to quickly ascertain the uniformity of number
density, p, through the relation p ffij+/v+.
B. Plasma Potential
It is important to be able to determine Vp, the
space potential within the plasma, because ion velocity is
related to the difference between Vp and the ion source po-
tential, V+. Also, the difference between Vp and the space-
craft potential, Vs, is a controlling factor in the electrical
plasma-vehicle interaction.
Indicators of V include the potentials of immersed
P
neutralizer, floating collector, floating emissive probes,
and Langmuir probe data. Precise measurements of local values
are obtained from the emission characteristic of the emissive
1,6
probe.
In general, outside the "injection region" of the
neutralizer, along any radius Vp is nearly constant in the
central, uniform-density region of the beam, and decreases
uniformly from there out to the chamber walls. Along the
axis, it gradually decreases from the source to the floating
7
collector.
-7-
C. Electron Temperature in the Plasma Beam
The kinetic energy distribution of neutralizing elec-
trons is Maxwellian for well-neutralized beams, with a charac-
teristic temperature, Te, approximately equal to that of the
electron emitter. In the absence of magnetic fields, Te in
downstream portions of the beam may drop well below this value.
On the other hand, Te may be increased by injecting the elec-
trons through an abnormally large potential, as is done with
neutralizers withdrawn from the beam_
The collection characteristic of 1 to 5 mil tungsten
wire probes provides a measure of Te. These Langmuir probes
should have a constant work function, especially if Te is low.
Therefore, they are held just below thermionic emission tem-
perature. Experiments demonstrate that corrections for the
directed motion of the plasma to standard data analysis are
not required to obtain the desired accuracy.
D. Ion Velocity
Measurements of v demonstrate that the correct
+
average velocity and velocity profile have been achieved for
simulation. They also identify the major particle species
in the beam.
waveform.
provides a time-of-flight (q/M+) spectrometer signal.
1. Ion Time of Flight
The ion source potential has a 60 cps rectangular
Current collected by a large downstream j+ probe
From it_
-8-
for example, continuous information of the relative abundances
N + N2 + in a nitrogen plasma beam is available. Resolu-of and
tion of this mass measurement is complicated by the rise time
of V+, by dispersion in the plasma beam front, by displacement
currents from the approaching plasma front (reduced when a j+
grid is used), by uncertainty in Vp, and by noise signals_ _
Nevertheless, agreement within 5 percent is common between
time-of-flight measurements and calculations from net accel-
eration potential corrected for rise time.
2. Retarding Potential Analyzer
The large Faraday-cup type probe used for
retarding-potential measurements of ion energy indicated in
Figure 2 is detailed in Figure 3. It has a guard ring around
the collector and a grid over the entrance aperture maintained
sufficiently negative to reflect electrons. The collector and
guard ring are swept through a range of positive voltages, and
collected ion current is plotted against this potential. The
derivative of this function is the net acceleration potential
GUARD RING
__!
H
V Vp
SCOPE WITH
DIFFERENTIAL
PRE-AMP
X INPUT "_]
Vpr = SAWTOOTH
] • ! , ,
Figure 3. Detail of retarding potential measurement
-9-
spectrum. Again particles of different q/M+ are not distin-
guished. This instrument is only used for low density beams
as it is less accurate and convenient than the following one.
3. 127 ° Electrostatic Analyzer
Figure 4 is a diagram of a 127 ° electrostatic
analyzer used to measure ion velocity distributions. It also
measures the net acceleration potential of a charged particle,
and cannot distinguish between charge-to-mass ratios. Unlike
the retarding-potential probe, its direct measurement is use-
ful where the ion energy is a rapidly varying function of
time. The small apertures necessary to produce 5 percent
energy resolution, result in small detected currents. Con-
sequently, a driven-shield cathode follower at the ion cup
reduces impedance and maximizes the frequency response of the
output. Details of an experiment using the 127 ° analyzer to
study time-varying ion velocity distributions are discussed
in Section V.C.
1/2" 7
+v+ _ /
,,_ I NLET TUBE V---O
IfcoL EcTo"
, j, _ _ _, , ,IL
_" AW47- 574
Figure 4. Schematic of 127 ° analyzer
-10-
E. Ion Divergence Analyzer
This instrument measures the angular distribution
of ions arriving at the test location. Normally they will be
virtually paraxial, but, as will be discussed in Section V,
it is sometimes desirable to introduce an angular spread in
their flow. As shown in Figure 5, the device consists of a
rectangular aluminum box with an entrance aperture in one end
and six collection rings at the other. In front of the rings
is wire screen of 2 mil tungsten with i/8 inch spacing.
In operation, the box itself is at or near Vp, the
rings are held near ground potential by 100 K_ resistors, and
the screen bias is _ -20 V. Since V is typically 15 or 20
P
volts, the screen both repells plasma electrons and suppresses
any secondaries from the rings. A multi-trace oscilloscope
across the 100 K_ resistors allows a continuous measurement
of the ring currents.
Three basic factors limit the analyzer performance.
Each is sufficiently small to be neglected in the experiments
of Section V-E provided the beam has a uniform j+ in the
region of interest and a smooth angular distribution over a
range of _ 8° or more from the axis. The former is always
obtained near the beam center, and the sources of ion diver-
gence discussed in Section V may be expected to produce a
smooth distribution of angles. The following remarks note the
effects of these factors when the range of angular divergence
is less than _ 8 ° .
-ll-
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The discrete width of the individual rings requires
that an ion passing through the center of the aperture have an
angle in excess of 2-3/4 degrees to be recorded as other than
paraxial. When the total spread of ions entering at the aper-
ture center is • 8 °, only three rings measure current.
The diameter of the entrance aperture, if large
enough to obtain measurable ring currents, allows off axis
ions to be collected on inappropriate rings. Under the assump-
tions of uniformity, it is possible to calculate this ring
current distribution "broadening" from a particular source of
diverging ions.
The "electrostatic lens" effects created by plasma
sheaths in and around the aperture are perhaps the most in-
volved. Experiments show that, as expected, biasing the box
below Vp increases ion divergence while biasing the box above
V produces an inward focusing effect. Small changes in aper-
P
ture potential produce observable shifts in ring currents.
Therefore work function patchiness near the aperture could
be detrimental, if present. In the data given in Section
V.E., the box was biased ,,_1 to 2 volts above Vp, and an in-
ward focusing effect on the ion trajectories was evidenced by
a small _mum in central ring current from a beam of small
divergence. This eliminated beam spreading forces due to poor
charge neutrality inside the analyzer. A second condition,
employed in other experiments, allowed the box to assume its
floating potential, which is ,_2kTe/q negative with respect to
-13-
the plasma if surface patch and wake effects I are disregarded.
The additional noise signals encountered in this condition
were reduced by capacitively coupling the box to ground. For
over-all experimental convenience, the floating condition would
be recommended.
In summary, these aspects of analyzer performance
should be placed in perspective by noting that angular diver-
gence in plasma wind tunnel streams represents a second order
refinement. As such, construction of a more elaborate instru-
ment would not, in general, be justified.
IV. BEAMS PRODUCED AND THEIR PROPERTIES
A. Ion Sources
_vo types of ion source have been used in plasma
wind tunnel studies--a 2.5 cm diameter contact ionization
source and an ii cm electron-bombardment source. The contact
source 1'7'8"9 was used with Cs. The bombardment source was a
flight model of the NASA, Lewis Research Center, Kaufman ion
rocketl0,11, 6
modified with a gas inlet tube and variable leak
so that beams of various gas ions could be produced. Normal
divergence of these beams is _8 and _25 degrees, half-angle,
respectively.
B. Properties of Beams Produced
In general, there are six parameters which specify
a plasma beam for simulation purposes:
-14-
1. average ion velocity, _v+_
2. ion density at test location, p
3. diameter of uniform ion density at test
location, Db
4. ion mass constituents, M
+
, T or AW5. ion velocity profile, v+ th +
6. electron temperature, T
e
Most of these parameters are inter-related, and sometimes a
compromise between desired values of two or more of them must
7
be made. The contact and bombardment sources behave differ-
ently, so they will be discussed in turn.
i. Contact Ion Source Beams
Because of the relatively large mass of cesium
(133), velocities in the neighborhood of 8 Km/sec are attained
with convenient acceleration voltages (_ 41 V). The ion cur-
rent accelerated is, of course, a function of this voltage,
but it is even more strongly dependent on accelerator-grid to
plug spacing and the quality and temperature of plug itself.
Without difficulty, D b of 28 cm is obtained at 8 Km/sec with
p _ 107ions/ca 3, and this density may be increased if required.
When Cs is used for ionospheric simulation, the
required densities are _ l0 greater than ionospheric densities
because of mass number scaling from 13 to 133. A discussion
of scaling relationships between vehicle size, ion velocity,
ion density, ion mass, and vehicle potential appears in
Reference 1.
-15-
The cesium beam contains only Cs +, and has vir-
tually a line spectrum of velocity° Increasing T increases
e
7
Db, and it is usually set between 0.25 eV and several eV.
2o Electron-Bombardment Ion Source Beams
The electron bombardment ion source does not
have provision for varying the accelerator spacing and there-
fore the ion current produced is a function only of discharge
conditions and acceleration voltages. Discharge conditions
depend on the gas in use, discharge voltage, magnetic field,
and cathode temperature° Figure 6 shows maximum densities
obtained with various gases as a function of ion velocity. If
less than the maximum density is required at a particular
velocity, the discharge intensity is reduced. A typical value
of D b is 30 cm and a 30% reduction in p occurs at _58 cm
diameter.
In addition to the A, N2_ Ne, He, and H2, which
appear in Figure 6, beams of 02 and mixtures of CO 2 and A have
been produced. Cathode lifetime is about one hour when 02 is
used (as compared to tens of hours with other gases) so that
+
experiments with 0 2 beams are limited in duration°
Table II lists beam constituents and width of
ion energy distribution, _W', for various gases. This width
is the difference between energies at which 0oi peak value is
attained, at beam energy qVoo
The values of V ° shown produced sufficiently
dense beams to allow convenient use of the 127 ° analyzer, and
-16-
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Figure 6. Maximum uniform plasma density available over 30 cm
diameter area at 1.6 m from the electron bombardment source
versus ion velocity for several gases.
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Table II. Beam Constituents and Ion Energy Spread
of Various Input Gases
Gas Ions AW'(ev) V ° (volts)
Hydrogen 12% H +, 88% H2
Helium 5% He ++ , 95% He + ....
+
Nitrogen 28% N+, 72% N2 10 68
+ (tentative) ....Oxygen _14% O+, _86% 02
Neon 3% Ne ++, 97% Ne + 14 181
Argon 4% A ++, 96% A+ 8 86
do not represent specific simulation conditions. Smaller values
of AW' occur as V is decreased.
o
Production of i0 Km/sec beams from H 2 and He
requires acceleration potentials of ,~l volt. The energy
spread from the discharge is several times this value, so the
present source is not suitable for these beams. A new source
is under development which will be useful with H2, He, and 0 2 .
In all of these beams, an immersed neutralizer
< 0.25 eVe
was used, so Te _
V. SIMULATION OF ION TEMPERATURE
The relative motion between a vehicle moving through
the ionosphere and a particular ion or electron is the result-
ant of both the vehicle velocity and the thermal velocity of
-18-
the particle. As discussed in Section II, below the hello-
sphere the relationship
I >> v >> v I (I)Ve th s + th
obtains. Therefore the relative velocities between the vehicle
and the ions in the plasma are essentially v with a small
S
randomizing ion thermal component, while the relative veloc-
ities between the vehicle and the electrons are almost totally
I . Itrandomized in direction and have magnitudes of _ ve th
follows that simulation of this small randomized ion velocity
represents a refinement which may be omitted in many experi-
• l asments However it is interesting to first calculate v+ th
seen from a vehicle and then examine experimental techniques
for its simulation.
A. Thermal Velocities From A Moving Frame Of Reference
For an assumed Maxwellian distribution of the ions
in the laboratory frame the velocity distribution of the ions
is given by
d3N
VxVyV z
M
x
/3/2 + (V + V2y + Vz)
M+ 2kT
= N _k_+/ e + dv x dVy dv z (2)
where M+ is the ion mass, N is the total number of ions in the
system, and T+ is the ion temperature. If v s is assumed to be
in the negative z direction, and if the primed coordinates
-19-
denote the vehicle reference frame, then the ion velocity dis-
tribution, as seen by an observer moving with the vehicle is
d3N
VtVtV t
x y z
" t !
: N / _k;2--_-_+/ e dv x dry dv z
(3)
where
V t = V z +z l_sl
The first considerations will be directed tem-
perature simulation in the "longitudinal" or z direction with
the x and y components of the velocity neglected. That dis-
tribution is given by
M
.÷ lj_ _ _r_7+ _ ivsl)
= e dv'
dNvz N 2 _k-T+ z"
(4)
Denoting the following
E ° -- M+v 2 2 and E z + , , (5)
the distribution becomes
dN E ,
Z
1
-- N e
dE '
Z
(_"/'z)_/2
(6)
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The energy "width" of this distribution is roughly described
by the points at which Ez 1/2 _ Eo = kT+, since
(2M+Ez)-I/2 is only slowly varying through this interval:
AW' _ 4(EokT +)1/2 . (7)
As before, kT+ is the thermal energy of the ions in the lab-
oratory frame. It is seen that the energy spread of oncoming
ions apparent from a vehicle moving with v s is generally larger
than AW._ 2 kT+, the energy spread in the fixed frame. Thus
the simulation of "longitudinal" ion temperature requires
larger velocity perturbations than Eqo (1) suggests.
For example, to simulate the motion of a vehicle
at 10 Km/sec through a N2+ plasma at 1500°K (2kT+ = 0.26 ev)
+
the N2 stream in the plasma wind tunnel should have a total
width in the acceleration potential of _ 5.5 volts centered
about a mean acceleration potential of 14.5 volts.
B. Theory of Longitudinal Thermal Velocity Simulation
The simulation of T+ in a plasma wind tunnel re-
quires, in the longitudinal direction, an energy distribution
whose width is given by Eqo (7)° In the case of the electron
bombardment source, a significant part of this _W' may arise
from the fact that ions are formed in a region in which po-
tential gradients exist. Furthermore, these gradients are,
to some extent, influenced by the magnitude of the discharge
potential and magnetic field, thereby allowing some control
of the energy spread. Typical values of AWlare listed in
Table II.
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The natural energy spread of ions from the contact
ionization source is, on the other hand, negligible. It arises
primarily from the emitter surface temperature. When a con-
stant amount of kinetic energy is added to each ion formed, the
accelerated group has the same energy spread as before:
!
AW = AW . Equation 7, therefore, will indicate the approximate
temperature of ions in the stationary frame which is simulated
by their thermal spread at the contact source, namely
(AW_) 2
T+ = 16 k E " (8)
O
As a typical example, consider an_v+_of 10 Km/sec
(E ° = 69 eV for Cs) and an emitter surface temperature of
1500°E (AW' = 0.15 eV). The simulated temperature in the ac-
celerated flow is then _ 0.1°K!
To increase the simulated longitudinal ion tempera-
ture of either source type, a periodic perturbation potential,
V1, may be superimposed on the accelerating potential, V°
which is otherwise constant during its periods of positive
value:
V+ = V o + V 1 (9)
Then ions exhausted at various times undergo differing amounts
of acceleration. The following discussion will first treat
the choice of frequency and then the choice of waveform for V 1.
The question of frequency is to assure that the
velocity distribution of ions arriving at the object under test
-22-
is time invariant.
soidal waveform:
Analysis is simplified by assuming a sinu-
V 1 = V sin mt. If Vp - 0 and
N
V _ Vo, (10)
then the velocity of ions emerging at time t is
I 1v+ _ vs 1 + VZ_osin _t
where
vs 2qV + .
As the ions move downstream, the velocity modulation intro-
duced at the source will create "bunching" in the stream.
Indeed, the present configuration may be termed an "ion kly-
stron," and the conventional large signal klystron analysis
12
applied. The point downstream at which bunching first
occurs is
(ii)
A _. s . (12)
The desired condition is that the plasma stream possess no
such bunching but rather a density invariant in time. Clearly
this will be achieved if the distance separating the plasma
source from the vehicle, _, is much greater than A. Experi-
mental verification is presented in Section V.C.
The frequency requirements have been developed using
a sinusoidal V 1. As indicated later, this waveform, while
producing a spread in the ion energies, does not produce the
-23-
accelerated Maxwellian required for an ideal longitudinal tem-
perature simulation. The required waveform is obtained from
rewriting Eq. (6)
dNE, = N
Z
q
q )1/2 kT+ Iv+ + v - 2(V+Vo)1/2]
o dV+
4_kT+ e
• (13)
where
v+ =E'/q , v =E /qZ O O
Use of Eqs. (9) and (I0) permits simplification of the exponent
and the denominator:
2
q Vl
~ ( q 4v IdNE'z - N 4_K¢T+] e o _o (14)
If Eq. (I0) holds• or if the source is running emis-
sion limited, dN/dt = i+ is constant. Thus
or
where
(dN/dV I) (dVl/dt) = i+
N
dt/dVl = i+ c e
2 2
-c V I
C
• 4_'V kT+
1/2
(15)
(16)
Integrating,
N
t ----
2i+ erf (cV I)
(17)
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Thus the required waveform is the error function, plotted in
Figure 7 in the dimensionless units of the problem. Of course,
the choice of t _ 0 is arbitrary. The inequality Eq. (13) be-
gins to fail near time values of plus and minus unity, and
from the problem it is known that V 1 reaches some maximum
absolute value. As a matter of electronic convenience suc-
cessive waveforms would probably be reflected about the verti-
cal axis of symmetry to produce a continuous periodic wavetrain.
As discussed previously, its maximum period is determined
the requirement that _ >> Ao Figure 8 shows this waveform and
the velocity distributions produced by two more convenient
waveforms. In the case of these non-Maxwellians, "temperature"
- of the distribution
to z
C° Longitudinal Thermal Velocity Simulation Experiment
To demonstrate that time invariant temperature simu-
lation could be achieved through the rapid variation of the
source potential, the experimental configuration in Figure 9
was assembled. The perturbation potential V 1 was V sin _t and
Vo, V, and _ could be varied. The output of the 127 ° analyzer
was used as the vertical input to an oscilloscope; the hori-
zontal sweep was derived from the analyzer deflection voltage,
Vd. The scope beam was blanked so that the trace was only
visible during a 1-_sec sampling pulse which was delayed from
the zero crossing of V 1. Each of the scope face photographs,
Figure 10, represents a single sweep of Vd through the range
-25-
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a)
dNE, Z
V'ol ,
VO V 1
b)
dN E,
Z
dV 1
Vo V I
V
I
c) Vo
Vo V I
Figure 8. "Longitudinal" energy distributions produced by
various perturbation potential waveforms.
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/ \
Figure 10c. V 1 - 9 sin (2T • 250
Kc t). Shots at several times t
in the range nT • t • nT+l. Good
temperature simulation obtains.
J+
110
/\
A
f_
_J \
)
i/
139
f_
160
Vd
Figure lOb. V 1 - 32 sin (2w • 25
Kc t). Shots at several times t
in the range nT _ t _ nT+l. Poor
temperature simulation obtains.
Figure 10a. Output of 127 °
analyzer. Perturbation
voltage V 1 - 0.
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of interest with a fixed value of time delay. Therefore they
are plots of the ion energy spectrum at different phases of
V 1. The horizontal scale begins at ll0 V and each division
represents 5 V. The physical parameters of the analyzer are
such that V+ = 2 Vd.
Figure 10a was taken with V 1 = 0, and the peak oc-
curred at Vd = 139. Such values of V d, corresponding to <V+>
of an unperturbed beam, will agree within 3% with time-of-
flight measurements which have been carefully corrected for
the error sources mentioned in Section III.D.1. However, the
shape of the energy spectrum in Figure 10a is more representa-
tive of the analyzer "window" than of the energy spectrum of
the unperturbed Cs + beam. Nevertheless, the analyzer is very
useful in observing the effect of a perturbation voltage, as
comparison of Figure 10b and Figure 10c to Figure 10a will show.
In Figure 10b, a 25 Kc, 32 V peak signal has been
added to V o. The distance £ is 191 cm. Starting at the top
of the group, each photograph was taken with a longer delay
time from the zero crossing of V1, and the bottom trace, almost
one period of V 1 later. At first only ions which have been
slowed down are present (compare to Figure 10a). Then a mix-
ture of energies appears, followed by a single group of "fast"
ions (the maximum attained). As time progresses, this group
becomes less and less energetic until the minimum energy, which
began the sequence is attained.
To relate these spectra in detail to the phase of
the V 1 is complicated. But this is not necessary to see that
-30-
these values of e, V and V did not lead to a time invariant
o
mixture of energies which could be regarded as a simulated ion
temperature. Nor should they be expected to_ since _/A is 0°87
in this case° Notice that if all six traces are added, the
shape of the resulting energy distribution is similar to that
of Figure 8c.
When the frequency was increased to 250 Kc, even
though V 1 was reduced to 9 V peak_ _/A - 2.4° Again photo-
graphs were taken at different times throughout a period of
V 1 and representatives are shown in Figure 10Co Now the peak
energy occurs at _ 139 volts (just as with V 1 - 0 in Figure 10a)
regardless of the phase of Vlo The effect of V 1 has been to
broaden the energy distribution and simulate an ion tempera-
ture. However, the natural line width of the analyzer is im-
portant at this small amplitude of VIO
Do Theory of Transverse Thermal Velocity Simulation
As indicated in Eqo (3), the radial ion velocity,
vr = vx + Vy ., is unaffected by the relative motion of
plasma and the spacecraft° Therefore a perfect simulation of
the ion temperature in the transverse direction would produce
2
M v
+ r
M kg'_+
= N + (18)
dNvr _ v r e dv r
As in the longitudinal case, something short of the ideal may
be satisfactory for an experiment and more easily produced°
-3 I-
In fact, the use of an ion source of finite extent
provides some transverse velocity. In both source types which
have been described, each element of accelerator grid acts as
a separate plasma source. Owing to the electrostatic lens
action of this grid and the effects of energetic neutralizing
electrons, the angular velocity distribution from each sub-
beam is essentially uniform up to an angle e.
However, the maximum vr of a particle arriving at
an on-axis point downstream can not be greater than _ v+ri_/_._/
Therefore
v+ ris
Vr max _ or v+ sin e (19)
whichever is the smaller.
The <v r_-_ of this uniform angular distribution
I To define an effective temper-from the source is _/_ vr max
ature for the residual transverse velocity spectrum of a source-
object configuration, this average value of radial velocity is
equated to that of Eq. (18):
= 8 M+ v21 (9zk)- 1 (20)Teff
r Imax
where Vr] max
is given by Eq. (19).
Whether this temperature is sufficient in a given
experiment depends on the values e, _, ris , and v+. The choice
of ris and _ in turn depends on the size of the object under
test. The value of e depends on the magnitudes of acceleration
-32 -
voltages, grid spacing, grid hole size, and Te. In general,
it is _ 3 ° for the contact ionization source and _ I0 ° for
the electron bombardment source.
Often values of the parameters appropriate for simu-
lation of ionospheric travel lead to a residual transverse
temperature of a few hundred degrees Kelvin or less. Since a
value in the range 1000-2000°K (relative to v _ 8 Km/sec) is
+
usually desired, some artifical technique to increase the
range of vr must be employed°
The technique investigated consisted of placing a
large, coarse grid in the beam between the source and object.
With a suitable negative potential on the grid, the ion flow
interacted with these electric field centers, increasing their
transverse momentum distribution. The design of such a grid --
mesh size, mesh shape and thickness, downstream location, and
potential -- is involved since space charge calculations are
required. After preliminary calculations, the configuration
described in the next section was used to demonstrate the
technique.
E. Transverse Thermal Velocity Simulation Experiment
The natural transverse thermal velocity distribution
+
of 180 volt N 2 plasma from the 11 cm electron bombardment
source was measured with the ion divergence analyzer. Its
distance from the source was 1.6 m. The ratio of currents
ring 1/ring 2 was 1o6. Because this configuration represented
an angular distribution of less than 6 ° , the analyzer entrance
-33-
aperture size could not be neglected. Using the previously
discussed uniformity assumptions, an expression was derived
for the ring currents due to an off axis source point, using
the actual areas of collector rings and aperture. This ex-
pression integrated over the entire source area predicted
R 2 = 2.0. Agreement within 20% for the measurement of low
divergence beams is satisfactory.
This source to object configuration corresponded
to a residual transverse temperature of 1450°K at the value
of v+ used (35 Km/sec). However, transverse temperature
scales as v2+, so at 8 Km/sec the temperature would have been
74°K. The experiment was done with the high value of v+ to
provide a more convenient signal level from the analyzer.
(Po _- 2 x l0 G ions/cm 3 at the analyzer location.)
To enhance this transverse velocity distribution, a
1-meter square cross grid of i0 rail wire spaced 2.5 cm was
placed in the vacuum tank 53 cm upstream of the analyzer. This
location was convenient and met the following two conditions:
If the scattering grid is too close to the analyzer (5 ~ l0
wire spacings), the beam at the entrance aperture may not be
homogeneous; if the grid is too far, the maximum transverse
velocity of particles entering the analyzer becomes small as
in the case of the distant ion source.
Figure II shows the ratios of ring I current to the
currents of rings 2, 3 and 4, with scattering grid potential
as the parameter. The currents to rings 3 and 4 for the -20V
case include a large percentage of noise.
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Figure 11. Solid lines: Measured ratios of ring 1 currents
to currents of rings 2, 3, and 4 for various scattering grid
potentials. Broken lines: Calculated values of these ratios
for various transverse temperatures.
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To interpret this data in terms of a Maxwellian dis-
tribution, calculations of ring currents were made which assumed
transverse Maxwellians of various temperatures at the entrance
aperture (now assumed infinitely small in area). Under the
latter assumption,
v = v r L "I (21)
r +.
where L is the axial length of the divergence analyzer and r
is the radial location of the point at which the ion is col-
lected. Substituting this expression into Eq. (18) and inte-
grating between values of r which represent the dimensions of
each collector ring yields the current ratios also shown in
Figure 11. Apparently -80V on the grid approximates 20,000°K
rather well at v _ 35 Km/sec. Were this same distribution of
+
ring currents observed with a v+ of 8 Km/sec, it would corres-
pond to _ 1000°K. Thus the scattering grid is capable of an
effective simulation of the transverse thermal velocity dis-
tribution which an orbiting spacecraft would encounter in the
ionosphere.
VI. SUMMARY
Spacecraft travel through the region of the ionosphere
below the heliosphere may be simulated in vacuum chambers by
directing a moving plasma stream against a stationary vehicle.
For this purpose streaming plasmas of H2, He, N2, 02, Ne, A,
CO 2 and mixtures thereof have been synthesized with an elec-
tron bombardment ion source. A contact ion source produced
-36-
cesium beams, useful when line velocity spectra were required.
Pertinent properties of the ionosphere have been reviewed and
diagnostic instruments for determining these same properties
in the synthesized streams described.
The extent to which ion thermal velocity in the iono-
sphere effects the relative motion between the ions and a ve-
hicle has been calculated. As a simulation refinement,
criteria for generating these effects in the plasma wind
tunnel have been derived and experimentally demonstrated.
The controlled operation of these plasma sources over
a wide range of parameters permits laboratory study of the
interaction of material bodies moving through dilute plasmas,
and the calibration of on-board instrumentation for the
diagnosis of the dilute plasmas of space.
-37-
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SECTION II.B.
MERCURY OPTICAL RESONANCE PROBE
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MERCURY OPTICAL RleSONANCE PROBE
I. INTRODUCTION
The detection of atoms by means of optical resonance ab-
sorption has been a laboratory tool for many years. Techniques
making use of resonance _absorption have proved to be sensitive,
highly selective, and very successful. Recently, the absorption
technique has been proposed as'a practical way of studying the
propellant utilization of an ion engine by the detection of
neutral atoms within the exhaust plasma of the engine.
A theoretical discussion of resonance absorption may be
found in Ref. 1. This report treats the problems of h_perfine
line structure, line width, and source self absorption. An
expression for the absorption as a function of atom density
was derived taking into consideration the structure of the
spectral lines from the light source. The experimental mercury
absorption curve was in excellent agreement with this theoretical
expression. Ref. 1 also describes a mercury optical resonance
probe which was installed on a mercury electron bombardment ion
thrustor developed by NASA, Lewis Research Center. 2'3 The
propellant utilization of the engine was determined from
optical measurements of the neutral atom density of the exhaust
plasma with the engine operating at moderate thrust.
In order to extend measurements of the propellant utili-
zation to ion engines of high thrust, an in-line mercury optical
resonance absorption probe was developed. This probe was in"
stalled on the electron bombardment lonthrustor, and results
of its optical measurements are given below. The results of
optical measurements are £n good agreement with gravimetric
measurements.
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II. RESONANCE PROBE OPTICAL SYSTEM PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The resonance probe consists of three basic items: a
source of light, a collimator system to define the absorption
region, and a detector assembly. The light source is a small
mercury lamp. Radiation from the lamp is coded by a light
chopper wheel before it enters the vacuum chamber. The vacuum
chamber contains the ion engine and the light collimating
system. The detector assembly consists of an absorption cell,
a reflection grating, and a photomultiplier tube. This
assembly is outside the vacuum chamber for convenience.
Figure 1 illustrates the essential features of the probe.
Figures 2 and 3 show the probe mounted on the vacuum tank
with the ion engine removed.
The mercury lamp is a quartz bulb one inch long and one
quarter inch in diameter. It contains a droplet of mercury,
and a buffer gas of neon at a pressure of 5 mm Hg. The dis-
charge is excited at 25 MC. The bulb is protected from air
currents and changes in the ambient air temperature by an
_uminum enclosure which serves as the mounting bracket to the
vacuum chamber. The aluminum box also contains the first
optical collimator.
Formation of the light emitted by the mercury lamp into
pulses by a light chopping wheel permits the separation of the
phototube signal produced by the lamp from that arising from
other light, e.g., light coming from the engine. The light
chopper is an aluminum disc 1/16 inch thick and 9 inches in
diameter. Eight slots, equally spaced, are cut into the disc
near the:outer edge. When the disc is driven at 1800 RPM, the
light from the lamp consists of pulses 2 milliseconds long
every 4 milliseconds. Both the size and shape and the
number of holes were varied at times during this study to
change the pulse length, rise time, and the repetition rate.
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F i g .  2 .  Side view of probe i n s t a l l e d  i n  vacuum t a n k .  The i o n  
e n g i n e  h a s  been removed. The mercury lamp hous ing ,  
chopping wheel,  c o l l i m a t o r s ,  b a f f l e s ,  window s h u t t e r s ,  
and a b s o r p t i o n  c e l l  hous ing  are  v i s i b l e .  The r e f l e c t i o n  
g r a t i n g  and t h e  f i l t e r  a re  n o t  i n s t a l l e d .  
~~~~~ ~ 
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The light enters the vacuum system by means of a quartz
window. It then passes through several collimators which de-
fine the optical path through the engine exhaust. A second
quartz window provides the exit from the vacuum.
The collimator system is designed so that the 2537A line
from the lamp will just illuminate all of the photocathode of
the photomultiplier tube after analysis by the reflection grating.
Consequently the collimator apertures vary in size from 3/16
inch by 5/8 inch at the entrance window to 5/16 inch by 11/16
inch at the exit window. This collimator system provides
maximum protection for the windows. At the same time the
collimators minimize the exposure of the photocathode to light
generated in the engine. Two remotely controlled shutters are
placed next tothe inside surface of the quartz windows. With
the shutters closed, the windows are protected from being coated
by residual mercury vapor and particles from the engine and its
exhaust plasma. The shutters are opened just long enough to take
a measurement of the transmitted light intensity (from about
1 second to less than 10 seconds). In addition, baffles are
placed to prevent backstreaming of mercury atoms. The baffles
and the collimator system are mounted so that they do not inter-
cept the exhaust plasma. Both the baffles and the collimators
are cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature for cryogenic pump-
ing of all mercury atoms that strike their surfaces.
An absorption cell is placed in the optical path between
the exit window of the vacuum chamber and the detector. The
inclusion of an absorption cell permits a calibration of the
optical system to be made at any time_ Except during such cali-
bration runs, the absorption cell is maintained near liquid
nitrogen temperature. The cell itself consists of a thin
quartz cylinder with a hollow tube attached to the side of the
cylinder. The entrance and exit windows are two flat parallel
4137-6015-KU-000
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quartz discs 1-i/4 inch in diameter. The inner surfaces of
the discs are 3 mm apart. A cylindrical stem of thermally
graded glass is attached at a point along the edge of the cell.
The inside diameter of the stem is slightly larger than the
window separation. A tungsten rod intrudes through the bottom
of the stem and makes thermal contact with a small pool of
distilled mercury. In operation, the cylindrical part of the
cell and the stem are heated to a considerably higher temper-
ature than that of the mercury reservoir. Thus, the mercury
vapor pressure inside the cell is controlled by the temperature
of the tungsten rod. The equivalent area density of the cell
in the optical path is then easily calculated from published
vapor pressure tables. 4
The light transmitted through the collimating system and
through the absorption cell is reflected from a front surface
diffraction grating so that the 2537A line of mercury falls on
the center of the photocathode after passing through a filter
transparent in a small region about 2537A° Both a grating and
a filter are used since it was found that the filter by itself
transmits significant quantities of light outside its trans-
mission band , especially at the longer wave lengths, and the
space available does not permit the long moment arm needed to
obtain high spectral resolution with the grating only. In
addition, a long moment arm would reduce the light intensity
on the photocathode and result in a less sensitive system. The
combination of a reflection grating and a narrow pass band
filter effectively shields the photocathode from light of
wavelength other than 2537A with a high transparency to 2537A
radiation.
The optical detector is a type 7200 photomultiplier tube.
This is a nine-stage side-wlndow tube with a maximum response
near 3300A. The signal from the anode of the phototube is
4137-6015-KU-000
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displayed on an oscilloscope with a differential comparator
preamplifier. The signal can then be directly measured with
the differential comparator or the scope trace simply photo-
graphed. By photographing the oscilloscope trace, the time
that the window shutters are open is reduced to about one
second for each measurement.
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III. OPTICAL RESONANCE PROBE -- OPERATION
The optical measurement of the propellant utilization of
an operating ion engine is straightforward. After the lamp has
become stable, the optical system is calibrated by means of the
absorption cell. The transmission of the absorption cell as a
function of the cell temperature is measured. From these
measurements the absorption versus mercury density curve is
obtained (see Fig. 4). The absorption cell reservoir is then
frozen to liquid nitrogen temperature and maintained at this
temperature for the rest of the experiment. The ion engine is
turned on and stabilized at the desired boiler temperature and
arc current. The transmission through the exhaust plasma is
measured. The arc is momentarily turned off and the trans-
mission again measured. Figure 5 illustrates three scope
traces with an engine boiler temperature of 300°F. Trace A
shows the background light generated when the engine is on.
Trace B is the lamp signal transmitted through the exhaust
plasma superimposed on the background from the engine. Trace C
is the transmitted signal with the boiler hot but the arc off.
The in-line mercury optical resonance probe is a reliable
instrument. Straight-line design permits a short optical path
and a minimum number of optical surfaces resulting in an
instrument of high sensitivity. However, a few precautions
must be heeded. The stability and the spectral line shape of
the light source must be known before a proper interpretation
of the absorption may be made. All optical surfaces must be
protected to prevent the build up of light-attenuating films.
The response of the photodetector should be carefully checked
since most photosensitive devices exhibit both short term and
long term saturation effects and sensitivity changes.
The intensity of the mercury lamp used for these measure-
ments shows large fluctuations when first turned on or whenever
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Fig. 5. Scope traces of probe sig_lals.
(A) The lamp shutter is closed. This signal represents back-
ground light from _he operating engine.
(B) The lamp shutter iS open. The lamp signal transmitted
through the exhaust I plasma is added to the background
11ght.
(C) The arc is off. This signal represents the light trans-
mitted through the exhaust of the engine with a hot boiler
and no arc voltage.
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the ambient temperature of the bulb changes. Howeverj the lamp
intensity becomes relatively stable after a few hours if the
bulb is maintained at constant temperature. After operating
about one day the lamp still has a small downward drift in
intensity of approximately one percent per hour. This is
relatively constant and can be easily measured so that a
suitable correction can be applied to all intensity readings.
The coating of the vacuum chamber windows by material
associated with the operation of the engine poses a more
serious problem. Thewindows are protected from direct ex-
posure to the engine by the collimator and baffle systems. In
addition_ shutters are installed next to the inner surfaces o_
the windows. The shutters are opened only long enough to make
a measurement. No noticeable film develops on the windows when
these precautions are observed. With the shutters left open
film becomes noticeable after a few minutes of engine operat±on.
The exhaust of the engine appears as a strong source o£
radiation of the mercury resonance lines. An appreciable
fraction of the light in the exhaust along the optical axis of
the probe is able to pass through the slit system and strike
the photocathode of the detector producing a background signal.
The pulsed lamp signal Is seen superimposed on this background.
With the engine running at high power level this background
light can be very intense and may 'produce a saturation effect
on the phototube. The result is a non-linear response of the
phototube to light intensity. The phototube was tested by
using the black body radiation from a tungsten filament as a
source of background light. A pulsed light signal of constant
amplitude from the 'lamp was superimposed on this background
light. These tests have shown that the response of the photo-
tube is quite linear up to light intensities corresponding to
a 0.3 mA signal from the anode of the photomultiplier tube if
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the photocathode is illuminated for a few seconds or less each
3 minute period. At twice this light level, the deviation of
the phototube's response from linearity is less than 10%.
(A 0.062 mA background signal is produced by the background
light from the electron bombardment ion engine operating with
a boiler temperature of 350°F and with a 225 mA beam current.)
However, if the photocathode is exposed to intense illumi-
nation for times of the order of several minutes the sensitivity
of the photocathode changes. In all instances the sensitivity
slowly returns to normal if the photocathode is kept dark.
Because of the problems of the coating of the windows and
over-exposure of the photocathode it was decided to make all
measurements as quickly as possible by photographing the
oscilloscope display of the photomultiplier signal. The photo-
graphic method does not permit the precision that could be ob-
tained by using the differential comparator. It does, however,
permit many measurements with a short exposure time for the
windows.
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IV. PROPELLANT UTILIZATION MEASUREMENTS
The propellant utilization is determined by measuring the
transmission of the 2537A line through the engine exhaust, first
with the engine running normally and then with the ionizing and
accelerating voltages off. To prevent trapping of mercury vapor
the body of the engine is maintained at a higher temperature
than that of the boiler. In addition a baffle system has been
installed to prevent the backstreaming of mercury atoms from
the ion beam collector. The baffles are maintained at liquid
nitrogen temperature during the experiment.
The propellant utilization efficiency is given by
N 1 - N 2
E=
N 1
with
N 1 = density of neutral atoms emitted by the engine
with the arc and accelerating voltages off
N 2 = density of neutral atoms in operating engines
exhaust.
The term density as used here means the area density
along the optic line of the probe. This line passes through
the center of the exhaust of the engine and perpendicular to
the symmetry axis of the engine. It is assumed that the probe
makes a representative sampling of the engine's exhaust. This
should be true as long as the structure of the exhaust is re-
latively independent of the arc voltage. The agreement be-
tween the optically measured propellant utilization and the
gravimetrically determined utilization indicates that this
assumption is valid. In any case, this could be checked
easily by moving the optic axis of the probe off the center
line to give greater weight to the outer regions of the exhaust
4137-6015-KU-000
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beam. The experimental results are given in Table I.
TABLE i
Equivalent Propellant Utilization
Plasma Single Ion Optically Gravimetrically
Boiler Temp. Current Current Measured Measured
255°F 50 mA 42 mA 0.69
270°F 90 mA 77 mA 0.81
280°F 120 mA 102 mA 0.81
300°F 115 mA 100 mA 0.95 0.89
302OF 190 mA 165 mA 0.87
325°F 190 mA 165 mA 0.80 0.83
330°F 170 mA 145 mA 0.40
342°F 250 mA 212 mA 0.96
The gravimetric measurement of propellant utilization is
obtained by running the engine at a constant boiler temperature
for several hours. The mass lost by the boiler divided by the
running time is the average rate of emission of atoms. A
comparison of this rate to the plasma equivalent single ion
current yields the average utilization efficiency.
The boiler temperatures and engine operating voltages were
chosen to yield a wide range of absorption values. Consequentlyj
the propellant utilizations shown in Table 1 are not to be con-
sidered as optimum or even typical for the boiler temperatures
indicated. The reproducibility of a given absorption measure-
ment was better than 5% when the scope display was photographed.
This yields an overall uncertainty of about 7% for the propellant
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utilization measurement when the transmission of the 2537A
line through the exhaust plasma is 0.7 or larger. For the
results quoted in Table 1, only one measurement had a trans-
mission below this. With a boiler temperature of 330OF and
a low plasma current, transmissions as low as 0.52 were ob-
tained. These poor propellant utilization conditions led to
larger percentage uncertainties (12_ for the example quoted).
More precise measurements may be obtained by using a differ-
ential comparator instead of photographing the scope trace.
V. CONCLUSION
The in-line mercury optical resonance probe is a sensitive
and reliable instrument for the measurement of the propellant
utilization under laboratory conditions. A careful experi-
menter heeding the precautions mentioned in Section III may ob-
tain reliable and accurate measurements of the propellant
utilization even with large plasma fluxes and relatively high
background engine light. In addition to permitting accurate
measurements to be made quickly, the optical probe may be used
to survey the propellant utilization of an ion engine over a
wide range of operating conditions. This survey may be made
in a short time compared to the gravimetric techniques and
with comparable accuracy.
The prospects of using an optical probe similar to the
probe discussed in this report on an operating vehicle over
extended periods of time do not look promising. The problems
of the coating of optical surfaces, of long term stability of
the lamp, and of constant sensitivity of the photo sensitive
device for a wide range of light intensities over an extended
period of time must first be overcome. The solution of these
technical problems appears difficult and would probably result
in a much more complicated instrument. Therefore the present
optical probe appears to be primarily a laboratory instrument.
VW
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I • INTRODUCTION
The neutralization of the high perveance ion beams re-
quired for electrically propelled spacecraft has been a subject
of continuing interest in the development of these ion thrustorso
This neutralization has been examined in laboratory environments
in the earlier experiments, and, more recently, in the first
space flight test of an ion thrustor° Effective neutralization
of the ion stream has been demonstrated in this latter testing
condition as well as in the laboratory experiments. This paper
will review environmental effects as they have influenced ex-
periments on ion thrust beams in three particular environmental
configurations° These configurations are the small chamber
(four-meter) neutralization experiments with the electron bom-
bardment mercury ion thrustor, the large chamber (twenty-five
meter) experiments with the contact ionization cesium ion
thrustor, and the flight test of the electron bombardment engine
on the NASA, SERT-I spacecraft. The discussion will also review
some of the diagnostic techniques that have been employed, and
will consider further diagnostic techniques, particularly those
applicable for space flight tests of ion thrustorso
$
This work supported by NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland_
Ohio, under Contract NAS3-4114o
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II. SMALL CHAMBER NEUTRALIZATION EXPERIMENTS: ELECTRON-
BOMBARDMENT ION THRUSTOR
The results of the neutralization tests of this electron
bombardment thrustor have been described in detail in Refer-
ences 1 and 2_ and the discussion here will be primarily con-
cerned with environmental differences between this laboratory
testing array and the true space condition. Two of the more
obvious features present in the laboratory, and absent in the
vehicular space environment_ are the conducting boundaries to
the vacuum testing chamber and the residual gas within° The
conducting boundaries support electric fields through induced
surface charges_ absorb particles from the plasma stream_ and,
to some measure, emit secondary particles. The residual gas
may interact with the ions and electrons in the thrust beam_
with ion-atom charge exchange and electron-atom elastic and
inelastic scattering being the principal interaction mechanisms.
The neutralization experiments with the mercury electron
bombardment ion thrustor (Kaufman engine) were carried out in a
vacuum chamber approximately four meters in length and two
meters in diameter° The test configuration is shown in Figure 1.
The designation of a "small" chamber is to distinguish this ex-
perimental array from the "large" chamber (eight meters in diam-
eter, twenty-five meters in length) configuration to be discussed
in Section IIIo Both the diameter and the length of the vacuum
chamber are of interest. The diameter of the chamber provides
the radial withdrawal of the chamber boundaries from the plasma
beam, with a coupling between the plasma beam and the boundaries
which diminishes for an increased chamber diameters The length
of the vacuum chamber, in turn, provides the axial withdrawal of
the collecting boundaries from the ion source, and, for increased
chamber lengths, increases the time during which the plasma is
isolated from the collecting boundaries in the pulsed-beam tests
of the neutralization system°
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The pulsed-beam technique is a method of isolating the
plasma thrust beam from its near environmentj thereby minimizing
the role of the boundaries to the testing chamber. Its initial
use is described in Reference 3. A further use of this tech-
nique is given in Reference 4. In the pulsed beam studies, the
ion acceleration voltage is pulsed on rapidly, and the neutra-
lization of the ion stream is studied during the initial time-
of-flight of the ions across the source to collector interspace.
During this period there is no direct absorption of particles
by the boundaries, so that the role of the surfaces is reduced
to, at most_ the termination of electrical lines of force from
the plasma stream. This "displacement current" contribution is
monitored, in turnj by induction grids which line the testing
chamber.
The role of the residual gas in the testing chamber may
be minimized, or eliminated_ through the maintenance of the
chamber below the "critical" pressures. The critical pressure
in terms of the charge exchange interaction is that at which
the mean free path for charge exchange between the ions in the
thrust beam and the residual atoms becomes comparable to the
source-to-collector spacing. For the charge exchange of mercury
ions on mercury atoms, this mean free path is of the order of
4 meters at pressures of 2 x 10 -5 Torr, and for lower chamber
pressures than this, the charge exchange interaction is of
diminishing importance. The "critical" pressure in terms of
electron-atom elastic scattering interactions is that at which
the mean free path for large angle scatterings becomes of the
order of the dimensions of the plasma stream. For scattering
cross sections of the order of 10 -16 cm2, this mean free path
is of the order of 1 meter at 3 x 10 -3 Torr. The critical pres-
sure in terms of electron-atom inelastic collisions is somewhat
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less well defined but would, presumably, be that pressure at
which energy loss rates for electrons in these collisions become
comparable with the rates of energy losses (or gains) from ion-
electron interactions in the plasma stream. There has not been,
however, a thorough experimental examination of the energy in-
terchange mechanisms between ions and electrons in these plasma
thrust beams. In the experiments to be discussed in Section III,
the electron-ion interaction appears to lead to a rapid cooling
of the electrons after their injection into the ion stream. If
this condition should hold true generally, then the pressure re-
quirements in terms of these inelastic interactions are less
stringent than those of charge exchange and elastic scattering.
In the experiments detailed in References 1 and 2, the
chamber pressure was maintained at 1 x 10 -5 Torr o_ _. _t
full beam currents of _ 400 milliamperes, the use of large liquid
nitrogen cooled cryopumping surfaces was required to hold the
chamber pressure in the range below this figure of 1 x 10 -5 Torr.
From this, it may be seen that any substantive interaction be-
tween the plasma stream and the residual gas has been elimin-
ated, and the reduction of the pressure to the residual back-
grounds in space should not produce any significant variations
in the observed behavior of the thrust beam.
The electrical interaction between the plasma beam and the
chamber boundaries was similarly small and may be neglected. For
those sections of the plasma column near the ion source_ the
capacitance per unit length between the plasma beam and the
chamber walls is _ 20 _F/meter, leading to an induced charge
of 20 _-coulombs/meter/volt of potential difference between the
plasma column and the boundaries. For a full beam current of
400 milliamperes at 2500 eV ion energy, the positive charge per
unit length in the plasma beam is 8 x 106 _-coulombs/meter. By
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proper adjustment of the plasma potential, it is possible, thus
for the induced charge along the boundaries to become _ 10 -5 of
the magnitude of the ion and electron charge colonies in the
plasma stream. In the regions downstream from the ion source,
this isolation is less complete, because of the outward diver-
gence of the plasma column (from electrostatic lens effects in
the ion acceleration region). This radial spreading of the ion
beam diminishes the separation from the plasma to the boundaries
with a corresponding increase in the capacitance between the
thrust beam and the vacuum chamber walls. However, by using a
chamber of moderate diameter, the induced charge per unit length
remains less than 10 -3 of the ions and electrons per unit length
in the plasma column, even in these downstream, diverged beam
regions.
The results of the neutralization tests with the mercury
electron bombardment thrustor, taken from Reference 2, are
shown again in Figure 2. For the neutralizer configuration
which was later used in the space flight test, the plasma poten-
tial, measured at a downstream point, was _ 9 volts positive
with respect to the neutralizer. These potential differences
are taken from emissive probe data, with an accuracy of meas-
urement of _ 0°5 volt in that experimental condition. Signif-
icantly, there were no observable differences between the
pulsed beam operation of the neutralizer and the steady-state
condition which one obtained when the plasma beam was directed
against a floating collector. For neutralizers that are with-
drawn from the plasma column, observable differences do occur
between these two periods, but for totally immersed (and thus,
tightly coupled) neutralizers, the behavior is identical in
the two testing conditions. This is further evidence, then, of
a neutralization system which is well-coupled to the plasma
stream.
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In view of the intimate coupling between the neutralizer
and the plasma beam, and in view of the very minor involvement
of the chamber boundaries and the residual gas in the behavior
of the plasma beam, there is no a priori reason to consider that
the neutralization of the thrust beam would be affected if the
chamber walls were removed to infinity and the chamber residual
gases reduced to the almost total vacua of space. There are_
however, limitations in this small chamber experiment relative
to a true space test. The most notable is that the plasma
column is isolated from its laboratory environment for periods
of the order of 200 #sec or less, and, if some particular re-
laxation processes do occur over longer periods, they would not
have been observable in this four-meter geometry. Beyond this_
there are other factors such as the absence, in the testing
chamber, of the dilute residual plasmas which exist in the near
regions of the earth, and the more complicated general inter-
action between the plasma thrust beam and the magnetic field of
the earth, when the thrust beam is exhausted from a moving ve-
hicle. While these latter factors are not easily amenable to
laboratory simulation, the extension of the isolation time of
the plasma column from its vacuum testing chamber may be carried
out through the use of larger testing facilities° These experi-
ments, in the large testing chamber at Lewis Research Center,
were carried out subsequently and their results are discussed
in Section III.
III. LARGE CHAMBER NEUTRALIZATION EXPERIMENTS: CONTACT
IONIZATION CESIUM ION THRUSTOR
The large testing chamber at NASA Lewis Research Center_
Cleveland, Ohio has a diameter of _ 8 meters and a length of
25 meters. For a pulsed beam experiment_ this chamber length
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would provide, for nominal ion accelerating voltages, an isola-
tion time almost an order of magnitude larger than that attained
in the smaller chamber experiments discussed in Section IIo Re-
laxation processes in the millisecond range would be observable,
if, indeed, processes with these long time constants should
exist in these plasma columns.
Because the diagnosis would be directed at the possible
existence of second-order variations in the plasma column be-
havior as functions of the plasma column length, a contact
ionization source was selected for the ion beam generation. The
experiments are an extension of the earlier tests described in
Reference 3. The plasma produced by the contact ionization
source is highly quiescent, and measurements of plasma poten-
tial and electron temperature may be performed with an accuracy
which is subject only to the inherent limitations of the diag-
nostic instruments. For potential measurements with emissive
probes, this accuracy is of the order of 0.01 to 0.03 volts in
the plasma density region above 107 ions/cm 3 (Reference 5),
while the Langmuir probe accuracy in the measurement of electron
temperatures is estimated at _ 200°Ko The ion source perveance
was _2000 nanopervsj so that the neutralization experiments
were conducted with a "broad" beam, high perveance thrustor.
Neutralization was by an immersed hot wire.
The experimental array used in these large chamber exper-
iments is shown in Figures 3 and 4o These figures are drawn
from Reference 6, which presents_ in detail, the results of the
experiments. The important aspect of these tests, applied to
the present discussion, was the invariance in the plasma be-
havior through these longer isolation periods. The potential_
the density, and the electron temperature at a fixed probe lo-
cation in the plasma column exhibited no observable timewise
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variations as the plasma front moved further downstream from
the probe. For those probe locations near the ion source, the
time interval from the arrival of the plasma front at the probe
until the plasma arrived at the collector at the far end of the
chamber is _ 1 millisecond. This result then confirms that there
are no significant relaxation processes with characteristic
times of the order of a millisecond0
The plasma columns obtainable even in this testing con-
figuration are not, of course, those infinitely long columns
that will be obtained in the vehicular space environment. They
are of great enough length, however_ for the ion density within
the plasma column to have diminished to values comparable to
the ambient plasma densities in the ionosphere. For the average
ion beam divergence angle of _ 3 ° in these cesium ion beams, the
plasma density diminishes from _ 1010 ions/cm 3 in the source
region to _ 106 ions/cm 3 at points of the order of 20 to 25
meters downstream. Such a beam, then, would have almost merged
into the ambient plasma of the F2 layer (Reference 7). For
regions of greater altitude, this ambient plasma density dimin-
ishes, requiring a longer column length for the thrust beam
plasma to merge with the space plasma. These merging points,
however, would differ by only an order of magnitude for a wide
range of vehicle altitudes_ and the existence of very effectively
neutralized plasma columns in this present testing geometry is
strong evidence that the effectiveness of the neutralization
would not be, in any way, diminished in the infinite geometries
of space. The conclusive evidence_ of course_ would be sup-
plied through a vehicular space test of an ion engine.
J4137-6016-KU-000
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IV. NEUTRALIZATION EXPERIMENTS IN SPACE: SERT-I
ION ENGINE TEST
The SERT-I spacecraft was launched on July 20, 1964 from
Wallops Island, Virginia. This flight test was under the direc-
tion of NASA, Lewis Research Center° The four stage Scout
launch vehicle boosted the payload into a balllstic trajectory
with a peak altitude of _ 2100 nautical miles and with a total
flight time of _ 40 minutes above 250 nautical miles. The
spacecraft possessed both a cesium contact ionization thrustor
and an electron bombardment mercury ion thrustor. The electron
bombardment thrustor was identical to that thrustor which was
tested in the experiments described in Section II, and it is
the neutralization behavior of this thrustor that will be dis-
cussed in this section.
A detailed treament of the flight package and of the
space flight results is given in References 8 and 9. The dis-
cussion here will review briefly the methods by which the thrust
and the beam power were determined, and will then consider, in
more detail, the information furnished by the rotating-vane
electric field strength meter.
IV.A. THRUST AND BEAM POWER MEASUREMENTS
The SERT-I spacecraft is shown in Figure 5o The payload
was spin stabilized with the spin induced by the fourth stage
rocket. After the deployment of the ion thrustors, the spin
rate of the vehicle was _ 90 revolutions per minute about the
spin axis. This spin rate was measured by two separate solar
detectors. The initial precession angle was small, and further
damping occurred during the flight period°
The thrust of the electron bombardment engine acted to
increase the spin rate of the vehicle. The measured change in
4137-6016-KU-000 
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the spin period of the vehicle from the solar detectors, to-
gether with the known moment of inertia of the vehicle about the
spin axis and the known moment arm of the thrust beam about the
spin axis were used in the calculation of the engine thrust. A
further measure of the angular acceleration of the vehicle from
a radial accelerometer allows an additional determination of
the engine thrust. The peak value of this delivered thrust was
6 millipounds, and the total increment in the vehicle spin was
10 rpm.
The measured parameters of the ion thrustor include dis-
charge current and discharge potential in the electron bombard-
ment chamber, arc chamber magnetic field current, ion accelera-
tion voltage, total ion source current, accelerator drain
current, and neutralizer current. From these measured currents
and voltages, the deliverable thrust from the ion engine,
assuming perfect neutralization, may be calculated. With
suitable corrections for the fraction of doubly charged ions,
the average divergence angle of the accelerated ions, and
spurious drain currents from the neutralizer to the ion source
region (Reference 9), this calculated thrust, assuming perfect
neutralization, is in agreement with the measured values of
the thrust within 5%.
This close agreement between the calculated and measured
values of thrust is conclusive evidence that ion beams can be
effectively neutralized in the infinite geometries of space.
The quantity which is specifically determined by this experi-
ment is illustrated in Figure 6, and is the net ion accelera-
2e(Vo-Vp i/2
tion velocity, M+ ] where V° is the ion source volt-
age and V is the potential in the plasma thrust beam. The
P
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Figure 6. Flight test measurements of thrust determine ion
acceleration velocity [2e(Vo - Vp)/M+II/2 from which
(V° - Vp) is derived. Laboratory plasma potential
measurements determine (Vp - VN).
possible 5% difference in measured and calculated thrust leads
to a possible range of _ 10% in the net ion acceleration energy,
e(Vo-Vp). For the ion source voltage employed of 2.5 kilovolts,
this 10% range corresponds to a possible range of _ 250 volts
in the potential of the plasma relative to the neutralizer. In
the experiments described in Section II, this plasma potential
has been determined by emissive probe measurement to _ 0.5 volt,
so that the space flight data, though it provides an assurance
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that the neutralization is perfect within, at most, effects of
second order, does not act as a direct check against the labora-
tory measurements of plasma potential. Instruments which will
provide such a direct check for in-flight performance are dis-
cussed in Section V.
A further check upon the effectiveness of the ion beam
neutralization is provided by the hot-wire power density probe
measurements. This probe, described in Reference I0, provides
a two dimensional map of the ion beam power density in the ion
thrust beam. The total beam power measurements from this probe
agree with the calculated total beam power, assuming perfect
neutralization and correcting for spurious circulating currents,
within _ 5%o Again, this technique provides a measurement of
the effective ion acceleration potential, (Vo-Vp) , and, con-
firms that, to within second order effects, the ions acquire
the energy that they would attain for perfect neutralization.
The accuracy of the measurements does not, however, provide a
check of the measured quantity, Vp - VN, described in Section II°
The diagnostic measures reviewed thus far are not re-
garded as sensitive to particular conditions of the space
environment° The signals from the rotating-vane E-field meter
are, however, sensitive to some of these influenceso These
space conditions and the E-meter signals are discussed in the
section which follows.
IV.B. ROTATING VANE ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH METER
1. General Considerations
The rotating-vane E-fleld meter consisted of 3 sta-
tionary vanes which were alternately shielded and exposed by a
set of 3 similar vanes which rotated at 8000 rpmo The instru-
ment is similar to that described in Reference 11. The induced
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current which flows to the surface of the stator vanes if an
electric field is present on the surface of the vehicle provides
a 400 cps signal which is amplified by a solid state AC ampli-
fier and then commutated into the telemetry unit° For this
vane rotation speedj the induced current density is 3.5 x i0 -II
amperes/cm 2 for an imposed electric field strength of 1 volt/cmo
For the amplification provided on the most sensitive scale, the
minimum field strength that may be detected is _ 2 volts/cm.
The rotating vane E-meter is sensitive to some ef-
fects which may occur even in the laboratory environment° One
such effect arises if a contact potential difference exists
between the forward surface of the stator vanes and the back
surface of the rotor vanes. For a vane spacing of 3 mm_ a con-
tact potential of 1 volt between these two surfaces would pro-
duce an effective field strength of _ 3 volts/cm when the stator
vanes are shielded by the rotor. For the SERT_X E-field meter_
these vanes are gold plated to minimize such contact potential
fields. However_ it is possible for these fields to exist_ and
conditions under which they have been generated are described
in Section IV°Bo4o
Of more general concern is the difficulty in relating
the potential of an isolated vehicle to the surface field
strength indicated by the meter_ if the vehicle is within the
dilute plasmas near the earth° If a vehicle is within a per-
fect vacuum_ the vehicle potential is V s = Es rs_ where Es is
the surface field strength and rs is the radius of the (spheri-
cal) vehicleo If the vehicle is in a dilute plasma_ the near
termination of lines of electric force upon plasma particles,
rather than at infinity as in the perfect vacuum case_ causes
a higher electric field strength to exist for a given vehicle
potentialo The correction factor for this effect may be almost
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an order of magnitude for small vehicle potentials and rela-
tively dense ambient plasmas, such as those encountered in the
F2 layer. Values of this correction are given in Reference 12
for a series of densities and kinetic temperatures in the am-
bient plasma. For large vehicle potentials, the sheath region
surrounding the vehicle becomes very large, and the correction
terms diminish.
A further difficulty created by the presence of the
ambient plasma occurs when the velocity of the vehicle begins
to exceed the thermal velocities of the ions in the space
plasma. For vehicles in the lower portions of the ionosphere,
>> v i generally exists. For such athe condition v s + thermal
circumstance, a wake structure exists about the vehicle and the
sheath dimensions and electric fields may vary significantly
from one portion of the vehicle to another. This condition is
illustrated in Figure 7. Under such a condition, an E-meter on
Figure 7.
DIRECTION OF VEHICLE MOTION
SMALL VEHICLE POTENTIAL
_._:.:_ .iii_:::!:!.!i::._
iiii ,,  iii ii!!!iii i!! i i il
LARGE VEHICLE
POTENTIAL
Sketch of vehicle sheath configuration for "small"
and "large" vehicle potentials.
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a vehicle which possesses both a spin and a motion through the
plasma, would sense a time-varying electric field, even for a
fixed vehicle potential. Examples of these sheaths and electric
fields are also given in Reference 12o
A final effect from the presence of a dilute space
plasma is the current of charged particles which may flow from
the plasma to the vehicle skin. These currents are complicated
functions of the vehicle potential, plasma density, plasma
thermal energies, and vehicle motions relative to the plasma
(Reference 12). For small negative vehicle potentials, the
current density of ions from the plasma to the forward portions
of the vehicle is _ p+ VsJ where p+ is the space plasma density
and v is vehicle velocity. This would lead to currents of
s 2
10 -7 amps/cm for the denser regions of the F2 layero In this
same F2 region and for small positive vehicle potentials, the
current of electrons may be _ 10 -6 amps/cm2_ because of the
greater electron mobility. Large vehicle potentials relative
to the space plasma tend to increase the magnitudes of these
currents still further. It is important to note that, under
particular conditions, these particle currents from the ambient
plasma may exceed, by many orders of magnitude_ the induced
current density due to electric fields of the order of a few
volts/cmo For this reason, a signal from the E-meter may be_
predominantly_ the result of real particle currents and not the
result of the displacement currents associated with the surface
electric field. For the SERT-I E-field meter, the sensitivity
to these particles was diminished by a factor of _ I0 through
the use of gridded stator vanes° Tests relating to the E-meter
behavior when particle currents are being delivered to the
stator vanes are reviewed in Section IVoBo4o
j
t
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One further environmental factor which may affect
the E-meter behavior is the solar ultra violet radiation° Any
photoelectrons liberated from the stator vanes would contribute
to the overall current signal treated by the amplifiers. For a
solid stator and rotor vane construction_ this photoelectric
signal should be easily describable_ being suppressed for a
positive vehicle potential, being present for a negative vehicle
potential, and being absent from any areas of the stator vanes
in the rotor vane shadow. The circumstances for a gridded
stator vane placed before a solid backing plate and with a
gridded rotor vane are much more involved as is illustrated in
Figure 80 Because of these complications_ the E-meter response
to UV radiation was examined experimentally° These tests are
also reviewed in Section IV.B°4o
D IVoB.2. OBSERVED E-METER SIGNALS: FLIGHT DATA
There are four particular periods during the SERT-I
space test in which the E-meter signal will be discussed° These
are:
1. Thrust beam off°
2° Thrust beam on_ no neutralizer bias_ upper part
of trajectory.
3. Thrust beam on_ neutralizer biased positive with
respect to vehicle skin_ upper part of trajectory.
4° Thrust beam on, no neutralizer bias_ re-entry por-
tion of trajectory.
The E-meter signal from these four periods is shown in Figure 9.
Several features are prominent° During the first period there
is, essentially_ no signal from the E-metero During the second
period the signal is observable and is periodically fluctuatingo
During the third period the E-meter signal is non-fluctuating
D
t j
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GRIDDED VANE
Figure 8. Possible photoelectric currents from solid and
gridded stator vanes for positive and negative
vehicle potentials. Strongly positive potentials
indicated ++.
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HIGH-SENSITIVITY CHANNEL
HIGH-SENSITIVITY CHANNEL
LOW-SENSITIVITY CHANNEL
LOW-SENSITIVITY CHANNEL
_[_ PERIOD 4 (38 MIN) _
12_',ih',i-jL
_iif'i Jii i i_ :, _, :,_--" ----
. PERIOD 4 (45 MIN)
Figure 9. E-field meter signals during periods 1 to 4 of the
SERT-I space flight test. One horizontal division
equals 1 second. Full scale is 10 vertical divisions.
Indicated times in period 4 are measured from launch.
Data in period 2 are at approximately 20 minutes after
launch.
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at _ 0.1 of full scale amplitude on the high sensitivity scale.
Finally, in the fourth period, the signal is again fluctuating
and is increased in its magnitude from that of the second
period.
When the E-meter signal is examined relative to the
rotation of the vehicle, it is found that the fluctuating sig-
nals in the second and fourth periods have a component of the
same period as the vehicle rotation (Reference 13). The de-
pendence of this signal as a function of the orientation of the
vehicle is shown in Figure 10. From these data the E-meter
signal may be characterized as "beam dependent," being in ex-
istence for those periods when a thrust beam is generated by
the thrustor, and, for those periods in which no neutralizer
bias exists, as "spin dependent," also, having the period of
the vehicle rotation.
IV.B.3. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS: FLIGHT OPERATION
The environmental effects discussed in IV.B.1 may now
be examined as they may have contributed to the flight data
from the E-meter. In addition, there are other factors, due
to the presence of the thrust beam, that should be considered.
These several effects are listed in Table I. The vehicle ro-
tation period is indicated there as Ts.
Table I.
Spin Depen-
Effect dent Signal Period
Solar photoelectric
Variations in sheath thickness
Plasma collection currents
V x B forces
+
Thrust beam-resident
plasma interaction
Yes T s
Yes T s
Yes T s
Yes 0.5 Ts
No --
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The solar photoelectric currents would produce a spin
dependent signal with a definite phase relationship to the solar
sensor signal from which the vehicle rotation speed is deter-
mined. Particular conditions of vehicle potential could suppress
these photoelectric currents, thus eliminating the solar UV as
a contributor to the spin dependent signals that have been ob-
served. Variations in the sheath thickness would appear for
small vehicle potentials and for vehicle speeds in excess of
the ion thermal velocities in the ambient plasma. These varia-
tions in sheath dimensions would diminish for increased vehicle
potentials and for diminished plasma densities. Plasma collec-
tion currents would increase for increased vehicle potentials,
but the variations in these currents to an E-meter for a vehicle
with a large potential would tend to diminish as the sheath
dimensions increased and became more symmetric about the vehicle.
The remaining effects have not been previously dis-
cussed, and are, for the most part, conjectural. One of these
possible interactions is denoted as "v x B forces." In the
+
experiments in Reference 14, potential gradients along the axis
of the plasma stream were observed when the beam was directed
against a transverse magnetic field. In the vehicular experi-
ment, these gradients could result in a fluctuating potential
at the injection region of the column (assuming that the far
downstream portions of the plasma column must match to the
potential of the ambient plasma), which, in turn, could cause
the vehicle potential to exhibit a spin-dependent fluctuation.
The period for the fluctuation in this instance would be
0.5 Ts .
A final possible interaction, between the thrust beam
and the resident plasma, should not cause any spin-dependent
fluctuations in vehicle potential, since the ambient plasma
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should be isotropic except in the very near neighborhood of the
vehicle. A spin-dependent E-meter signal could result from the
interaction between the thrust beam and the ambient plasma, how-
ever, if that interaction resulted in the collection, at the
vehicle surface, of currents from the ambient plasma. Such a
condition might arise, for example, if currents of secondary
electrons from the ion accelerator plate enter the plasma thrust
beam. Because of their large energy (several keV), these elec-
trons are not "bound" to the plasma column as the electrons
from the neutralizer are, and they very rapidly leave the thrust
beam and are lost in the adjoining ambient plasma. Thus, even
though the neutralizer might be capable of perfect neutraliza-
tion of the thrust beam, an imbalance in the overall currents
leaving the vehicle could result. The resultant small positive
shifts in the vehicle potential would extract a net current of
electrons from the space plasma in order to balance this ex-
traneous current of fast secondaries leaving the accelerator
plate. Indeed, any condition which results in a vehicle poten-
tial other than the floating potential for the passive vehicle
could result in a spin-dependent current collection signal from
the E-meter.
Throughout the discussion it has been assumed that
there are no direct currents between the ion engine and the
E-meter. This has been assumed because the ion engine and the
E-meter are well removed from each other on the spacecraft, and
because the thrust beam is directed at 180 ° to the normal to
the E-meter.
Of the several possible effects presented in the table
above, the photoelectric currents and plasma collection currents
could be tested in laboratory experiments. These are reviewed
in the section which follows.
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IV.B.4. E-FIELD HETER TESTS
An E-field meter, identical to that instrument flown
on the SERT-I flight, was subjected to a series of laboratory
tests. These tests included the response of the meter to static
and time-varying electric fields, to plasma particle currents,
and to ultraviolet radiation. The experiments are described in
Reference 15, and will be reviewed, in part, in this section.
The dc field response was similar to that which was
supplied with the flight instrument, providing a full scale
output signal for _ 30 volts/cm and _ 90 volts/cm on the high
sensitivity and low sensitivity channels, respectively, Pri-
mary attention was directed, however, toward the response to
time varying fields. Small amplitude fields, from 0.05 cps to
15 cps were imposed on the meter, with circuit gain and phase
lag determined. Roll-off in gain began at _ 0.5 cps and was
down _ 3 db at 1.5 cps, the spin frequency of the SERT-I
vehicle. Above this point the response fell off at _ 20 db/
decade. Phase lag at 1.5 cps was _ 40 ° . The E-meter signal
from effects that are correlated with vehicle spin, would, then,
possess a phase lag of _ 40 ° and a reduced gain of _ 3 db for
the first harmonic component of 1.5 cps, with further reductions
in gain and greater phase lags for the higher harmonics. Other
tests with time-varying fields investigated the response to step
functions, linearly increasing and decreasing fields, and to
"rectified" sine waves.
Another series of tests examined the meter sensitivity
to particle currents. The instrument was placed in a "plasma
wind tunnel" as described in Reference 16 and as illustrated in
Figure 11. The argon ion plasma stream in this tunnel simu-
lates the plasma density and relative motion for a vehicle mov-
ing in the regions of the ionosphere below the protonosphere.
The particle current density was varied and the sensitivity of
the meter to currents of both ions and electrons was examined.
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When the overall meter potential was placed negative with re-
spect to the streaming plasmaj only ions could be collected by
the vanes° For this condition, ion particle current densities
of _ 3 x 10 -9 amps/cm 2 were required to produce meter outputs
of the general magnitude observed during the second period of
the flight described in IVoB.2o For this same plasma density,
placing the overall meter potential positive with respect to
the plasma produced even larger E-meter signals because of the
higher mobility of the plasma electrons. Increasing the ion
particle current density to 10 -8 amps/cm 2 was sufficient to
drive the E-meter signal into saturation, for either positive
or negative potentials of the meter relative to the plasma
stream°
The final series of tests examined the meter sensi-
tivity to ultraviolet radiation° The source of this UV light
was a Hinteregger-type source operating, in the ac mode, with
hydrogen gas at _ 10 Torr. The lamp provides a broad molecular
hydrogen continuum with its maximum energy in the range from
o O
3000 A to 1700 A, with strong illumination in the spectral
region between the photoemission threshold for gold and the
point of maximum quantum yield° While the lamp does provide a
substantial UV output, it is not identical to the solar illumi-
nance which was present at the vehicle surface during the
SERT-I flight. This is not of principal concern, however_ since
the photoemission of surfaces is such an involved phenomenon and
is so critically dependent upon surface conditions that the re-
sponse of the present E-meter may very well not be the same as
that of the flight E-meter, even if the two were exposed to
identical UV spectra. The general behavior of the E-meter
under UV radiation may be tested, though, and this was the
intent of the present series of experiments.
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The E-meter did exhibit sensitivities to the UV radia-
tion. These effects could be suppressed by placing strong re-
tarding potential fields upon the E-meter. The signals also
diminished when strong accelerating fields were placed on the
E-meter. While this is not the behavior to be expected for
photoelectrons liberated from a simple planar surface, the photo-
electric currents from gridded structures, placed before solid
backing structures may be, as discussed in IV.B.1., complicated
functions of the fields imposed on the surfaces.
A second test of the meter under UV light utilized an
O
Osram HBO 200 mercury source with a spectral cutoff at _ 2500 A.
The quanta here are of insufficient energy to create photoelec-
trons, but were capable of inducing short-lived E-meter signals
which may be interpreted as contact potential shifts.
IV.B. 5. E-METER FLIGHT DATA: DISCUSSION
In the discussion of the E-meter data, the approach
will be to consider a definite model of the vehicle in-flight
condition, and to examine the consistency of this model against
the observed E-meter signals. The model to be discussed is
based upon five specific aspects in the observed behavior of
these neutralized ion beams. These are:
• The close coupling of the neutralizer to the
plasma in the pulsed beam tests in the small
chamber experiments, in which V - V N is only
of the order of a few volts. P
. The invariance in the coupling and in the general
plasma behavior for increasing lengths of the
plasma column as demonstrated in the 25-meter
chamber tests.
o The in-flight demonstration of measured thrust
within a few percent of the calculated thrust,
assuming perfect neutralization, which provides
assurance that unusual behavior, if any, in the
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vehicular environment produces only small
perturbations.
4. The small measured axial potential decrements
alongthe axis of these thrust beams, being of
the order of a few volts for well neutralized
beams, with diminishing potentials in moving
downstream from the electron injection region.
5. The general behavior that in the region in which
the thrust beam plasma density merges into the
ambient plasma, the only potential decrements
that may be sustained are of the order of a few
k Te
--_---where Te is the electron temperature.
This model leads to the potentials sketched in Figure 12. The
potential in the space plasma is chosen as the zero of the
potential and is assumed to be everywhere constant.
For the period before ion beam turn-on, the vehicle
has been placed at a small negative potential to reject the
bulk of the electrons which diffuse to the sheath region sur-
rounding the vehicle. This corresponds to period 1 in IV.B.2.
After ion beam turn-on, this model would place the vehicle at
a slight positive potential, if there is no bias of the neu-
tralizer relative to the vehicle skin. This corresponds to
periods 2 and 4 of IV.B.2. The remaining period 3 of IV.B.2.,
in which the vehicle skin was biased several hundred volts
negative with respect to the neutralizer_ is indicated in
Figure 12c.
The first effect to be interpreted in terms of this
model is the surface field strength, the quantity nominally
measured by an E-field meter. If the E-meter signal were due
to a surface electric field, that signal should be virtually
absent in period 1, should be present with a small amplitude
and with possible spin-frequency variations in periods 2 and 4,
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PERIODS 2,4
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PERIOD 3
Figure 12. Model of potential configuration during the flight
test. The plasma thrust beam is indicated by the
curve from the dot outward to the potential of the
ambient plasma (V = 0). Vehicle potential, Vs, is
indicated by the short horizontal bar.
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and should be larger and essentially steady in period 3. The
observed data are consistent with these predictions in periods
1 and 3, but the large fluctuating signals observed in periods
2 and 4 are not consistent with the model in Figure 12 if the
signals are to be generated by only surface electric fields.
The second effect to be considered in terms of the
model is the generation of E-meter signals by particle currents
from the ambient plasma. In period 1, these signals should be
small, as the "passive" vehicle is receiving equal ion and
electron currents at this floating potential. In periods 2 and
4 the collection currents should be (for the most part) elec-
trons, should be spin dependent (in general), and should have
a substantial magnitude compared to currents of ions. These
electron currents should be larger in period 4 than in period 2
because the vehicle in this later period had returned to denser
portions of the ionosphere. In period 3 the only collection
currents should be ions, with a magnitude reduced considerably
compared to the electron currents, and should be reasonably
independent of the vehicle spin. The predictions of the model
are consistent with the observed E-meter signals. Further, by
a combination of particle collection currents and surface elec-
tric field effects, the E-meter behavior predicted by the model
is consistent with the observed E-meter signals in all periods.
The final effect to interpret in terms of the model
is photoelectric currents due to the solar ultraviolet. If
photocurrents were present and were contributors to the E-meter
signals, these contributions should be present in periods 1
and 3 as a spin-dependent signal and absent in periods 2 and 4.
The observed signals differ from this predicted behavior in
several respects. This lack of agreement can be interpreted
either as an inconsistency between the specific model and the
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possible solar photoeffects_ or as a portion of a more general
body of evidence from the flight data against the influence of
photocurrents. The several aspects of this larger body of evi-
dence against photoemission effects are:
1o The absence of an E-meter signal in period 1o
2. The absence of a spin dependent signal in period 3.
3. The growth of the signal in period 4 from its
level in period 2.
4. The phase of the E-meter signal relative to the
solar detector°
Apart from the specific model in Figure 12_ it is difficult to
postulate a positive vehicle potential for periods 1 and 3.
This is particularly true of period 3o For negative vehicle
potentials photoelectrons are accelerated away from the sur-
face, and a photoelectric effect, if present, should be observ-
able. Further, a photoeffect, if present_ should not be of
increasing magnitude, so that photosignals in period 4 should
not differ from those in period 2. Finally, the phase of the
E-meter signal might be expected to have the peak of the sig-
nal when the meter is facing the sun. Howeverj the observed
phase (Figure 10) shows that the peak of the signal occurs
when the E-meter is facing almost directly away from the sun
and the minimum occurs when the meter is facing the sun (the
discussion here takes into consideration the phase lags of
40 ° at the 1.5 cps frequency of the vehicle spin)° A photo-
effect with these phase relationships can only be explained as
being in addition to, but opposing, a larger signal.
While the several aspects listed are evidence against
photoelectric effects, it should be emphasized that this dis-
cussion was based upon photoemission from a planar surface.
For gridded surfaces in the near neighborhood of solid surfaces,
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the possible exchange of photocurrents becomes so involved that
no firm conclusions may be made regarding these signals. The
laboratory tests, for example, displayed photosignals only for
relatively weak electric fields upon the E-meter surfaces. It
is possible, thus, that photoeffects do contribute to the over-
all E-meter signal in periods 2 and 4.
In summary, the model of Figure 12 is consistent with
the observed E-meter signals assuming these signals to result
primarily from particle collection currents in periods 2 and
4 (with some possible photoeffects in these same periods), and
primarily from surface electric fields in periods 1 and 3o The
response of the meter in the laboratory tests and the magnitude
of the particle currents to be expected at the altitudes of the
flight test are, in turn, consistent with the observed signals.
V. ADDITIONAL DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES
V.Ao Surface Field Measurements
In IV.Bol., some of the limitations in surface
field measurements for ion engine diagnosis have been detailed.
The primary limitation is that the vehicle potential and the
surface electric field strength are not simply related if the
vehicle is within the dilute plasmas in the near neighborhood
of the earth, while additional complications result if the
vehicle speed exceeds the thermal velocities of the ions in
this ambient plasma. At greater altitudes, the plasma densi-
ties diminish, ion thermal velocities increase (because of the
lighter ion masses at these altitudes)_ vehicle potential be-
comes more nearly equal to E s r s (for a spherical vehicle) and
the use of the vehicle surface field becomes, in general, less
subject to environmental perturbations° The operation of the
i •
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rotating-vane E-field meter, as a specific technique for deter-
mining the surface field strength, is also less subject in these
higher altitude regions to the environmental effects of plasma
particle currents. Solar photoeffects and possible contact
potential shifts would remain as possible perturbations to the
rotating-vane meter.
A second technique for surface field measurements
ls the "button" type E-meters (Reference 17). These devices
function by means of small emitted and collected currents
(_ l0 -3 amperes or less), but the emitting areas are also
small (_ 0°l cm 2) so that the current density contributing to
the meter signal is large compared to any background currents
due to photoemisslon or particle currents from the ambient
plasma. As such, the button E-meters are less subject to
environmental perturbations.
The surface field measurement does nots however,
provide a direct determination of the potential in the plasma
thrust beam° Indeed, though the relationship between surface
field and vehicle potential is a simple one for the distant
regions of space, the further relaxation of the vehlcle sur-
face field to the thrust beam potential may be quite difficult
to make for a vehicle in the almost perfect isolation of these
very dilute plasmas. Even further, the nature of those re-
maining environmental factors is uncertain_ being complicated
by the behavior of the solar winds and their interactions with
the magnetic fields and ambient plasmas in the region in ques-
tion. For these several reasons, other diagnostic techniques,
which provide a direct determination of thrust beam potential,
should be considered.
• I
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V.B. EMISSIVE PROBE MEASUREMENTS
The plasma potential data given in Figure 2 were obtained
with conventional emissive probe technique with an accuracy of
0.5 volts in this application° If the probes are operated in
the floating condition, the accuracy of measurement is _ 1-2
volts. A probe suitable for vehicular use and utilizing a
driven shield cathode follower circuit for greater frequency
response is described in Reference 18. This emissive probe
does provide a direct measurement of the potential in the plasma
and possesses a bandwidth capable of detecting potential fluc-
tuations, if these are present in the vehicular operation of an
ion engine, of up to the hundred kilocycle range° Because the
probe requires immersion in the plasma beam for best operation,
its operating lifetime is limited unless provisions are made
for its withdrawal and protection except during sampling
periods.
One further use of emissive probes is the determination
of the potential of vehicles that are still within regions near
the earth° In this configuration the probe is immersed in the
ambient plasma, and measures the potential of the plasma rela-
tive to the vehicle° Special considerations which apply to the
probe operation in these dilute plasmas are discussed in Refer-
ence 5.
VI. SUMMARY
The effective neutralization of ion thrust beams has
been demonstrated in both controlled laboratory experiments and
in the NASA SERT-I space test of a mercury electron bombardment
ion thrustor. In the laboratory experiments the exhaust beam
potential was 5 to l0 volts positive with respect to the neu-
tralizer depending upon the specific neutralizer configuration.
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The accuracy of this emissive probe measurement is _ 0.5 volt.
In the SERT-I space flight test the measured thrust agrees with
the calculated thrust, assuming perfect neutralization, within
5%. This demonstrates that the ions attain the acceleration
energy they would achieve under perfect neutralization to with-
in, at most, second order effects. The absence of unusual
behavior in the SERT-I space flight test as compared to the
laboratory test when properly conducted, is assurance that con-
trolled laboratory tests of neutralization systems do provide
an adequate examination of the neutralization process.
The diagnostic techniques by which the ion beam thrust
was determined were not subject to any particular perturbations
of the vehicular environment. The evidence from the flight
data and from the subsequent laboratory tests of the rotating-
vane electric field strength meter, however; has shown that
environmental effects were contributing factors to the signals
from this instrument. A second diagnostic technique for sur-
face field strength measurements, the E-meter button, should
possess a reduced sensitivity to environmental factors because
of the higher current density condition in the operation of
the meter.
The interpretation of vehicle potential from the sur-
face field strength measurement requires significant correc-
tions because of the ambient plasma in the near neighborhood
of the earth. For regions more distant from the earth these
perturbations should diminish° In both regions, however, sur-
face field strength measurements do not provide a direct
determination of the potential in the thrust beam plasma and
supplementary diagnostic techniques should be considered.
Emissive probes possess a capability of measuring this exhaust
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beam potential within a fraction of a volt, and of following
any fluctuations in this potential for frequencies of up to
100 kilocycles. The probes would require withdrawal from the
plasma column except for the measurement periods.
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SENSITIVITY TESTS ON A FLIGHT-MODEL ROTATING-VANE E-METER
I. INTRODUCTION
Several series of tests have been performed on a rotating-
vane electric field meter of the type flown in the SERT I ve-
hicle. The purpose of the tests was to determine experimen-
tally the sensitivity of the instrument to various aspects of
the space environment which were encountered in the flight.
The tests involved subjecting the instrument to electric field
signals--both static and time-varying, illumination by ultra-
violet light (to simulate this effect in solar radiation), and
exposure to a low-density streaming plasma in a "plasma wind
tunnel."
II. DESCRIPTION OF E-METER
The transducer element of the electric field meter is
depicted in the sketch and schematic drawing, Figure 1. It
consists of two metallic vanes, one rotating and one stationary,
within a recess in the vehicle surface. Both vanes and the
interior surface of the recess are gold plated. The material
of the vanes is cut away, except for six spokes and the grid
mesh (as shown) which forms three "blades." In its principles
of operation, the instrument is similar to that described in
Ref. 1, and used for studies of "precipitation static" on
airplanes.
The E-meter has two output amplifiers, one each for high-
and low-sensitivity, 4-volt (nominal) full scale telemetering
channels. The amplifiers have a common input connection, and
are identical, except for the size of the gain-controlling
E-meter constructed by Hughes Aircraft Co. The electric field
strength meter was located in the control package for the Hughes
contact ionization thrustor on the SERT I spacecraft.
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resistor, and inclusion in the high-gain channel of a diode
limitero Both outputs were examined in some, but not all, of
the tests described below.
IIIo ELECTRIC FIELD ONLY
A° Zero-Frequency Calibration
To measure the sensitivity of the instrument to ex-
ternal electric fields, a copper plate, sufficiently large to
effectively eliminate edge effects, was placed parallel to and
about 3°3 cm from the stationary vane. The output voltages of
both amplifiers were measured as functions of positive dc volt-
ages applied to the plate. These results are shown in Figure 2.
The values of field strength shown are 30 times the applied
plate voltages. Approximate maximum values of output signals
are 4.5V for a field strength of 3000V/m and 5°8V for 9000 V/m
for the high-sensitivity and low-sensitivity channels, respec-
tively. The middle of the most linear portion of each curve
occurs at _ 1000 V/m or _ 3000 V/m. The high-sensitivity chan-
nel has a zero offset of _ 0o2V at zero field. In later tests
this value ranged up to over 2 volts° This is possibly a
contact-potential effect, or it could be due to internal noise
pick-up, or to a combination of these effects. In the figure,
the low-sensitivity channel shows a small E-field threshold
below which the output is zero° Later, this channel also de-
veloped a positive offset.
B. Time-Dependent Signals
Time-varying signals with a variety of waveforms were
applied to the plate in front of the E-meter_ and, except for
the small-signal frequency response, the response waveforms of
4137-6017-KU-000
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the instrument were recorded photographically from oscilloscope
traces. In order to measure the frequency response of the in-
strument, adc potential was applied to the plate such that
the output (low-sensitivity channel) was biased to 0.8V. Then to
this plate potential was added a small ac signal which gave
rise to sinusoidal oscillations of the output having_ at the
lowest frequency, a peak-to-peak amplitude of about 300 mV.
The input amplitude was maintained constant_ and the ac output
amplitude measured as the frequency was varied from 0.05 to
15.0 cps. Results of this test are shown in the db versus log
frequency plot_ Figure 3. The straight line drawn on the curve
is that line at a slope of -20db/decade (typical of a single-
time-constant circuit) that best fits the data points. This
line intersects the zero-db line at a frequency of about
1.5 cps. Consequently, the E-meter output can be expected to
exhibit _ 45 ° phase lag at the spin frequency of the SERT I
vehicle.
C. Large-Signal Response Tests
Results of the large-signal response tests are shown
in Figures 4 and 5. For these tests, the copper plate was
moved much closer to the E-meter so that large electric fields
could be imposed on the instrument by voltages within the range
of laboratory signal generators.
1. Triangular Waveforms
The series of photographs shown in Figure 4 de-
picts the response of the instrument to triangular waveforms
(magnitude of dV/dt _ constant) of varying frequency. In all
these photographs, the oscilloscope horizontal amplifier was
connected to the voltage on the plate. The zero-volts position
of the sweep is at the center of the screen_ and the horizontal
4
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(A) (B)
(c) (D)
Figure 4. Response of the E-meter to electric field signals of
triangular waveform and various frequencies. Horizontal: plate
voltage (10V/div._ zero at center). Vertical: upper trace in all
photos is plate voltage (20V/div., zero at horizontal center of
frame); lower trace, top frame--E-meter output high sensitivity
(2V/div., zero at bottom), middle and bottom frames--E-meter
output low sensitivity (2V/div., zero at bottom). Frequency of
triangle waveform: (a) 0.05 cps, (b) 0.5 cps, (c) 1.0 cps, _) 10.0 cps.
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(A)
(B) (C)
Figure 5. Response of the E-meter to electric field signals of
various waveforms at 1.5 cps., approximately the spacecraft spin
frequency. Calibrations in (a) are the same as for Fig. 4.
Photo (b) is a measure of phase lag in high- (upper) and low-
sensitivity (lower) channels. Photo (c) is response to half-
wave rectified signal (see text).
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amplifier sensitivity is i0 volts per large division of the
reticle. For each of four frequencies, a set of three photo-
graphs is shown, each containing two traces. In the uppermost
picture, the upper trace is plate voltage at 20V/div., (zero,
one division from the top), and the lower trace is the output
of the high-sensitlvity channel of the E-meter at 2.0V/div.
(zero at bottom). In the middle frame, upper trace is plate
voltage and lower trace is low-sensitivity channel output at
2.0V/div., (zero at bottom). In the bottom frame, the inputs
are the same as for the middle frame. Thus, in Figure 4a,
one sees that the plate voltage is sweeping linearly between
about -20 volts and +20 volts in the upper and middle frames,
and from 0 to about +38 volts in the bottom frame. The lower
traces show that at a frequency of 0.05 cps, the instrument is
tracing out most of the callbration curves of Figure 2, giving
a positive output for E-fields of either positive or negative
sign. At higher frequencies, (b, c, d) the output traces are
loops because of the effect of phase lag in the instrument.
Finally, at 10 cps, the output signals are smoothed out to
values corresponding to the average value of the magnitude of
the applied electric field.
2. Signals at the SERT I Vehicle Spin Frequency
The three photographs shown in Figure 5 were all
taken at the frequency of 1.5 cps, which corresponds closely
to the spin frequency of the SERT I vehicle. In Figure 5a,
the calibrations are the same as in Figure 4. Again, top frame
is high-sensitivity channel, middle and bottom, low-sensitivity
channel. What is shown is the response of the instrument to
sinusoidal oscillations of various amplitudes about dc values
of electric field. Departure of the response signals from
4137-6017-KU-000
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straight lines (formation of loops) is the result of phase
shift in the response; departure of the shape of the loops from
ellipses at the higher amplitudes is the result of non-linear
distortion. Figure 5b is a phase-shift measurement of both
the high- and low-sensitivity channels at 1.5 cps. The figure
is a display versus time of a small-amplitude sinusoidal volt-
age which was added to adc bias on the plate, and the response
signal of the E-meter. It is essentially, a display versus
time of the small ellipses shown in Figure 5a. Vertical scales
for both signals were adjusted to give the same deflection,
and the horizontal sweep was adjusted to display one complete
cycle in 9 divisions, (or 40 degrees per division). This meas-
urement shows the phase shift at 1.5 cps to be almost exactly
40 degrees.
One of the possible input signals to the E-meter
on the SERT I flight was a photoelectric signal due to solar
illumination. The waveform of the intensity of this illumina-
tion would most likely be one-half of a 1.5-cps sine wave as
shown in the upper traces in the two frames of Figure 5c. That
is_ the solar illumination would be zero when the E-meter was
on the dark side of the vehicle, and would be proportional to
the cosine of the angle between the solar direction and the
surface normal when the E-meter was on the illuminated side.
The response of the two channels of the instrument to this
waveform of electric field signal is shown in the lower traces
of Figure 5c. The decay time-constant of the amplifiers is
sufficiently long to prevent the output from returning to zero
during the off-time of the input signal.
3. Amplifier Time Constant
The output of each amplifier is simply the volt-
age across a filter capacitor. This capacitor is charged
4137-6017-KU-000
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through the output impedance of the final stage of the ampli-
fier circuit, and discharged through a shunt resistor. Conse-
quently, the charging and discharging time constants may be
expected to differ from each other. A careful measurement of
these time constants using very low frequency square waves
showed that the e-folding time constant for an increasing step
function is _ 90 milliseconds, and that for a decreasing step
200 msec, in both amplifiers.
IV. ULTRA-VIOLET ILLUMINATION
The waveform of possible solar uv illumination encountered
by the electric field meter in the course of the SERT I space
flight was discussed in Section III.C.2, above, and, in one of
the tests, an electric field signal of that waveform was used.
The tests described in this section measured the response of
the instrument to light signals from two different uv sources,
in the presence of dc applied electric fields.
The E-meter was first illuminated with light from a high
pressure mercury arc lamp. Initially the light produced a
photoelectric signal and altered the response of the E-meter
to an applied electric field. The magnitude of the E-meter
response to the mercury lamp i11uminatlon d@creased with time
and became unmeasurable after some tens of minutes. Thereafter
the E-meter showed no response to the mercury lamp light. The
initial response is believed to be due to the presence of sur-
face contamination. Once this surface contamination disappeared
under intense illumination in a vacuum, the cleaner surface
could not emit photoelectrons since the work function became
higher than the energy equivalent, in volts, of the impinging
Osram Lamp No. HBO-2OOW
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photons. The work function of a clean gold surface is about
4.gvj and the lamp enclosed in a quartz bulb has its intensity
O
cut-off at 2500A or 4.96 eV.
Photoelectric signals were observed, however, when the
E-meter was illuminated with light from a hydrogen discharge.
The lamp used was a Hinterreger-type light source, operating
in the ac mode with hydrogen gas at 8 to 10 mm Hg pressure. A
large portion of the radiation from this source is due to the
3_ +dissociative molecular hydrogen continuum (i sa 2 so -#
3_u+ ) g1 s_ 2 pa . The other major contribution is from the
"many-lines" spectrum of molecular hydrogen. The continuum
O o
has its maximum intensity in the 3000A to 1700A, with a broad
O
peak at around 2500A. This lamp may be expected to be a source
of relatively strong illumination in the spectral region be-
tween the photoelectric threshold for gold and the point of
maximum quantum yield. It should be pointed out that the light
from this lamp is not equivalent in either frequency distribu-
tion nor intensity to the solar irradiation at the SERT I
vehicle surface. In order to shield the E-meter from electric
fields and streams of charged particles emanating from the
lampj the light was made to pass into the vacuum chamber con-
taining the E-meter through a calcium fluoride window. This
single crystalj 7.6 mm thick, is transparent to ultraviolet
O
light down to about 1200 A.
Figure 6 shows the shift in E-meter readings on the low-
sensitivity channel which was due to illumination by the
hydrogen-discharge lamp. The effect is small (never greater
than 5% of full-scale), and diminishes to negligibly small
values in the presence of applied electric fields of either
polarity. A discussion of photoelectric effects as they re-
late to the E-meter on the SERT I space flight is given in
Section VI, below.
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Photoelectric variation in E-meter response observed
under uv illumination
Included in the curves of Figure 6 is another effect not
related to photoelectric effect. At about this point in the
experimental program, the internal connection opened up between
the transducer element case and the common ("ground") point on
the amplifier input. It was possible to restore the instrument
to operating condition by making this connection externally
(the instrument is potted in styrofoam), but in such cases, the
likelihood of introducing extraneous noise signals is increased.
From this point on, both output channels have shown positive
dc offset voltages, and the minimum values of the output signal
occur at positive or negative values of applied field, depend-
ing on the phase angle at which the synchronous motor locks onto
its power supply voltage. (At least four distinct locking modes
have been observed.)
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V. PLASMA WIND TUNNEL TESTS
Figure 7 shows the plasma wind tunnel experimental ar-
rangement which was used during tests in which the E-meter was
subjected to currents of charged particles from a plasma stream.
The plasma source was an electron bombardment ion thrustor of
the same type as that flown on the SERT I experiment, operating
on argon gas instead of mercury. A moveable plate was installed
in front of the E-meter in approximately the same position as
the copper plate used in the electrical tests (Section III,
above). In this case, however, the plate could be moved aside,
exposing the E-meter to the plasma stream, or a second plate
containing a gridded aperture of the same diameter as that of
the E-meter transducer could be positioned in place of the
solid plate. The E-meter was electrically isolated from its
mounting inside the vacuum chamber so that its potential rela-
tive to the plasma stream could be varied.
When the plate is in position, the instrument responds
only to electric fields imposed by the plate; when the grid is
in place, it can be biased so that only ion currents impinge
on the E-meter transducer. When both plate and grid are re-
moved, the E-meter is exposed to both ion and electron currents,
and its response is strongly dependent on the potential between
the E-meter and the plasma. These effects are seen in Figures
8 and 9. In Figure 8, the trace is E-meter output (high-
sensitivity channel) at a vertical oscilloscope calibration
of 2 volts/division, zero at bottom. Horizontal sweep is at
the rate of one division/second. The E-meter, the plate, and
the grid are all at ground potential; the potential of the
plasma is about +i0 volts. At about the middle of each frame
a change in conditions was made--the photos qualitatively
4137-6017-KU-O00
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Plate removed: Beam on/off.
Beam on: Open/grid.
Beam on: Plate/open.
(A)
Grid (-8V): Beam on/off.
Plate (-8V): Beam on/off.
Open: Beam on/off.
(B)
Figure 8. E-meter response in first plasma wind tunnel test. In
all frames, vertical: E-meter high-sensitivity output (2V/div.,
zero at bottom) (Note: dc offset is about 2.4V.); horizontal
sweep, 10 seconds full frame. Notes beside each frame indicate
nature of change made as trace passed center of frame.
4137-6017-KU-O00
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(A) (B)
(C) (D)
Figure 9. E-meter response in second plasma wind tunnel test.
Horizontal: E-meter potential (5.0V/div., zero at center).
Vertical: E-meter output, high-sensitivity (2V/div., zero at
bottom). In each top frame, plate is in position; for middle
frame, E-meter is exposed to plasma stream; in bottom frame,
grid is in place. Plate and grid are at V = 0; plasma poten-
tial is +10V. Ion current densities at E-meter location are
(a) 6.6, (b) 5.0, (c) 3.3, all times 10-gA/cm 2. In (d) beam
is off.
4137-6017-KU-000
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indicate the effect as follows: In a, top frame, the plate has
been turned aside; as the sweep moves past the middle of the
screen, the beam is turned off. The output signal goes from
saturation (over 4 volts) due to ion current to the current
value of the dc offset. In the middle frame, again, at the
start, the plate has been turned aside. At the middle, the
grid is put in place. The E-meter sees the same ion current
signal through the grid as it does in the open condition. In
the bottom frame, the plate is in front of the E-meter at the
start; it is turned aside at the middle of the sweep. The
effect is essentially the reverse of the top frame. For the
b group of frames, the plasma density was reduced so that the
ion signal would not quite saturate the output amplifier (ion
-4
current density at the E-meter location was about 5 x 10
A/cm2). In all three frames, the beam is turned off at the
center of the sweep. Top frame--grid at -8 volts, middle
frame--plate at -8 volts, bottom frame--open. In this case it
can be seen that the negatively biased grid excluded some of
the electron current which managed to find its way to the
E-meter surface in the open (bottom frame) case.
The curves shown in Figure 9 show the effects of changing
the potential of the E-meter relative to the plate, the plasma
beam, and the grid (reading top to bottom in each set of frames).
Horizontal deflection of the oscilloscope in these pictures is
proportional to E-meter potential. The calibration is 5 volts/
division, zero at center; hence, the photos show the responses
of the instrument as its potential is swept through the range
+18 volts.
The parameter which is varied from one picture to another
is plasma beam ion current density at the E-meter location. The
values are 6.6, 5.0, and 3.3, all times 10-9A/cm 2 in a, b, and c
4137-6017-KU-000
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respectively; in d the beam was off. The value of beam current
density in c corresponds to the plasma density encountered by
the SERT I spacecraft at an altitude 0_ a few thousand kilo-
meters. The effect previously mentioned, increased dc offset
potential, and displacement of the minimum output signal from
the applied field zero, is evident in the top frames of these
pictures. (Note that the E-meter was restarted for each pic-
ture so that in a the displacement is tO the right, in c to the
left, etc.) In the middle frames (E-meter exposed to the plasma
stream), it is seen that for the first two pictures, a and b,
the E-meter output is at its full-scale value for all negative
values of E-meter potential. As the E-meter potential goes posi-
tivej the output decreases toward a sharp minimum at the plasma
potential, then rises steeply as a current of electrons in
excess of the ion current is drawn from the beam. The slope
of the curve away from the minimum decreases as the current
density is reduced. The bottom frames showthe effect of ex-
cluding electrons from the E-meter (only ions can penetrate
the grid because of the +10-volt plasma potential). An inter-
esting feature of these frames is the cut-off of a large
fraction of the ion current as the E-meter potential is raised
above that of the plasma. Because of the way in which this
beam is generated, it is possible for it to contain a large
fraction of slow (charge-exchange) ions. It is this component
of the ion current which cuts off at the plasma potential. The
remaining ion current would not be repelled until the E-meter
potential had increased to a point above the net accelerating
potential for ions in this beam (about 50V). Another interesting
feature of the bottom frames is that in a and b, when the E-
meter is above plasma potential, the output signal is constant,
whereas in c and d, the low- and zero-density cases, the instru-
ment responds to the field due to the potential difference
4137-6017-KU-000
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between the meter and the grid. This effect is undoubtedly due
to shielding of the E-meter from the grid field by the space
charge of ions in the meter-to-grid interspace.
VI. PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECTS
In the SERT I space flight the E-meter was exposed peri-
odically to direct illumination from the sun with the possi-
bility that light, particularly ultra-violet radiation, may
have affected the response of the E-meter. Photoemission of
electrons from the surface of the stator vane of the E-meter
may produce a signal mistakenly attributed to an electric
field. Electrons from other parts of the meter and nearby
surfaces also may possibly reach the stator vane.
Before an electron can escape from a metal surface it
must gain a sufficient amount of energy to overcome the sur-
face barrier potential. The electrons in the conduction band
are the most energetic and require the least additional energy.
The minimum value of the potential barrier is called the work
function _. Light quanta absorbed by the surface may provide
this additional energy with the emission of electrons pro-
vided that hv _ e_. The work function of most metals is about
4.0V. 2'3 The surface photoelectric emission of electrons in-
creases rapidly from the threshold frequency to a maximum yield
at approximately twice the threshold frequency. Surface con-
tamination and impurities as well as the surface structure
itself strongly effect photoelectric emission by lowering the
work function and increasing the yield. Clean metal surfaces
yield of the order 10 -4 to 10 -3 electrons for each incident
photon. 3 Surfaces contaminated by absorbed gases may have
photoelectric yields over ten times greater than a corresponding
4137-6017-KU-000
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carefully cleaned surface. Composite surfaces have photoelec-
tric yields increased by factors up to 100 or more and usually
lower threshold frequencies.
In addition to the surface photoelectric effect, there is
the volume effect which has a threshold around 9 eV and elec-
tron yields roughly 100 times greater than the surface yield.
The volume photoelectric effect is important only in the ex-
treme ultra-violet light region for pure metals.
Measurements of the solar radiation above the Earth's
atmosphere show that the spectral intensity in the ultra-violet
region differs from that of a black body source due to the
presence of strong resonance lines.4'5'6 The Hydrogen Lyman a
O
radiation (1216A) is the most prominent line in the solar uv
spectrum with an intensity of about 2.5 x 1011 photons/cm 2 sec.
O
In this region (1216A corresponds to 10.2 eV) a clean gold sur-
face may have a photoelectric efficiency of the order of 10 -2
electrons/photon. This corresponds to a photoelectric current
of 4 x 10 -10 amp/cm 2 of illuminated surface and would produce
a rather large, 0.8 mv/cm 2 signal (through 2 x 10 6 _) at the
input of the E-meter amplifier. Unclean surfaces could exhibit
initially much stronger signals.
The magnitude and frequency distribution of the solar
radiation above the photoelectric threshold indicate the pos-
sibility of a strong response to this radiation by the E-meter.
Laboratory tests using a hydrogen lamp tend to confirm this
expectation. Quantitative results could not be obtained without
a source of ultra-violet radiation which reproduces the solar
radiation. Such a lamp was not available. In addition, any
surface contaminants may greatly increase the photoelectric
yield.
This work was supported by NASA Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio, under Contract NAS3-4114.
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